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because now we will tell everyone about
it. When I was after information many
weeks ago for the harvest issue and was
in touch with all the contributors, the
more I
talked with them, the more excited I be came and often said to Mrs.
Leopold I wish the readers really knew
these wonderful people like we do. A
few weeks ago we started a new column
• and contacted our first contributor for
"Meet Our Contributor." You readers
will be thriiled as I was to meet these
wonderful people.
Each
contributor
will be asked for their story, an autobiography. Now we realize that most
people are against talking about themselves, but do trust that each one will
let us meet them. Your Editor will not
choose the contributors in order of
THE MILL HANDS
their preferance to him,but will choose
them in different parts of the country.
"Harvest Time"! Webster's Dictionary
Our first contributor has been contactdefines a harvest in these words.
"To
ed for November. We will not tell you
reap and gather, as a crop; to win, as
who it is, but let it be a surprise tc
a reward or gain from service-or inyou.
I also realize it will be diffivestment!" Three months ago the "Harcult for our first contributor to break
vest Issue" of Ozark Gardens was but an
the ice, so to speak, but trust
idea, a dream, but you are holding in
will not hold out on us. It will be
your hands a 40 page "Harvest Issue" of
much easier for the rest from then on.
OG. I want to use three words that
We are sorry to report that Mrs.
Webster mentioned and the first one is
Caroline Johnston has lost her loved
reward.
This big issue is your reward,
one, Mr. Johnston passed away on Aug.
each subscribe r , each contributor that
15, 1966 our sympathy is extended to
has worked so hard. I could not begin
Mrs. Johnston. Caroline Johnston is
to mention all you wonderful people
our information writer and is Ozark
that have worked so hard to bring OG
Gardens advertising agent. Her photo
back,
this issue is dedicated to you.
is on the Chit-Chat Page.
The next word is service . Each conIt is also disheartning to have heard
tributor that i s in OG has done their
from Edith Bestard that Verda Cox has
very best to bring you a bigger OG and
also passed away. Many of you knew her
t he Harvest Issue.
To each contributor
from the Back to Eden which she pubthi s is your reward for your service to
lished.
I feel very good that I had
OG .
Investment, to each person that
the chance and priviledge to. write both
has renewed and given a gift subscripMrs. Cox and Mrs. Call before their
tion, or has invited a garden friend to
death.
I have letters from both and
join us,
t h is is your reward for your
some day will print them for you to
investment. "Harvest Time" is also inread.
ventory time. Will our harvest last , ~
Although yo ur editor is a cactus fan,
thru the winter and spring months un t :
I would like to say my love of flowers
we can plant and harvest again. Here I
or plant life does not stop here. We
want to say Ozark Gardens harvest is
g row many varities of flowers,you will
bountiful, in fact I'm sorry that I had
see our large b e d of petunias on the
to leave so many wonderful articles out
back cover t h is month. We are in conof this issue.
I have a great number
stant searc h of new articles for you
of informative and also entertaining
readers on all subj ec ts of nature. I
columns coming your way starting next
have searched for many weeks for somemonth.
one to write on Suc culents other than
Mrs. Hugh Campbell of Iowa,I have
cacti, and this month we bring to you
been waiting to resume our little talk.
succulent only fans Mr. Lester E. RothNow you didn't tell anyone what you and
stein of New York City.
I talked about last month did you? Good
Harvest Time October 1966
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cont'd on page 39

NEWS FROM
SPINY RIDGE
Edith Bestard
Eureka Springs
Ark.
72632

Trying to think of something to write
for Ted's "Harvest Issue" of OG caused
me to take stock of the results of the
growing season just completed, with an
eye to making plans for next year on
the basis of successes and mistakes
made this year.
Despite a trying six weeks in midsummer when no rain at all fell, the regular rains which followed restored everything to lush greenness and produced
lovely flowers. The Texas bluebonnets,
which had bloomed early, began again
and are still a lake of blue. A few
calendulas near them make such a pretty
effect that I hope to find a spot where
I can have calendulas
in quantity
grouped behind the bluebonnets. Many
little plants of the latter are coming
up now, and they will be husky and
ready to go by spring.
For the first time, my yellow cleome
(C. lutea) performed beautifully. Last
year I had one plant, which bore so few
blossoms that I did not gather any of
the seed, hoping for volunteers. Three
appeared last spring, and the late
rains spurred them
into luxurious
growth, with numerous heads of golden
flowers and an abundance of seed pods.
I am going to plant them in a bed this
fall where they will not be mixed with
smaller varieties of plants, and they
will be more showy. If anyone has the
pink cleome with the enormous heads, I
will be glad to exchange some seed, but
please write first. I also have the
purple variety.
The loveliest shrub in my yard this
fall is undeniably the blue althea,
blue bird, a patented plant which was
put on the market about three years
ago, It is simply loaded with large
blossoms of a most heavenly shade of
blue, and from the number of buds still
developing, it will bloom until frost.
It sets seed, but I have not been able
to get it to germinate. If it is a hybrid, perhaps that is why.
My sunflower crop was quite satisfactory this summer. I grew the red , the
Italian white, the double (and were
they double), and the mammoth Russian.
The birds have not left single seed except in some heads that I enclosed in
cellophane bags. The
little yellow
finches adore sunflower seeds; one little bird sat on a head and regarded me
quite defiantly from his beady black
eyes , never moving even when I was
close enough to touch him. Rather than
try to deprive them of such desired
tidbits, I just buy seed every spring.
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Front of my home in winter time

Part of my cactus collecton
How many of you are familiar with the
very pretty wildflower called partridge
pea? It is as pretty as anything you
could have in your border. The foliage
is fern-like, and the pure yellow flowers grow along the stems. They have
dark stamens and five petals, one of
which is cupped. The pods that follow
contain small, hard seeds much relished
by quail in winter. A row of partridge
peas behind blue ageratum or torenia
makes a pretty combination.
Several years ago I obtained some
seed of wild pepper from a Texas lady
who said the birds greatly relished
them. They are very pretty plants, and
the first year I kept the two that I
grew in the greenhouse over winter, for
fear of losing them. This summer they
grew so well and are so loaded with
small, pointed red peppers, that I will
trust them to reseed, I have also, at
last, started several vines of the "red
gourd", or deer apple, Ibervillea lindheimeri, which I have wanted for so
lor.g , but I must confess, alas, that
cont'd on page 31

thorns and sometimes have plant scale
on them . Whenever the banana palms
grow too numerous and have to be removed, I dig t hem out , cut t he s t umps
off for the dump and split and bury the
logs between t he rows for the earthwo r ms to work over into growing hunus
and fe rtili zer .
The fast- growing tall tomato plan ts
are taller than I am on the r ope -trelli sed bean poles and need pruning from
time to time to keep from g r owing too
many sur plus branches. The tomatoes
have to b e picked n early eve ryday , as
do the summe r squash and pole b eans to
supply natural-grown produce for the
neighbors . Western Concord g rapes are
fast ripening and have picked a few
figs from the "three -t o- a - pint" Thompson trees . Of course the birds like
them too, and after the bird s peck on
t hen the ants try to take over. Since
I have been told t he birds don't like
to fly u n de r the grape arbor , I spread
old window screens over the tops. To
ke ep most of tr.e ants from the figs and
other fruits,
I put ant powder a round

MR. RAY WETHERBEE
4 241 LaSalle Ave.
Culver City , Calif. 90230
RAY ' S HALF ACRE RAMBLINGS
Here it is mid August again ,and hot,
and no rain to speak of for a long
time . By keeping the sprinkler go ing
every day and adding more mulch from
the huge amounts of material grown on
my place to hold the moisture , everything grows tremendously. I just recentJ y clipped all the yellowing and
dead leaves from the banana palms nearly surrounding the whole place, and by
running them thru the shredder, they
make nice feathery mulch . Before running th e m thru the shredder , I cut them
into s hort pieces since they are so
f ibrous that they wind around the drum
of mowing machine hlades in the shre dder and have to be unwound from time to
ti~e .
Fo~r - o ' clocks grow rank all over
the pl~ce and make more nice mulch .
Since the avocado trees are evergreen ,
they shed their leaves throughout the
year , so have to be raked off the garage ~nd patio roof from time to time to
sandwich in with the other mulch . When
the avoc a do and some other trees extend
their l imbs too far ov er the garden
they have to be cut off. The leafy
twi g s are shredded and the wo ody par ts
given to the trashman to haul to the
dump. Most every
kind of vegetation on the place , with the exception
of citrus , berry and rose trimmings are
used for mulch , as they are f ull of
Harvest Time October 1966

the base of the trees and trim off all
leaves and twi g s that touch trellis
poles and wires. Leave it to an an t to
find a "NEW " road into a fruit t r ee .
The Chinese chestnut tree is full of
burs, and a few walnuts se tting on the
black walnut tree . Have quite a fe w
apples and pears , s ome of whi ch will be
used this winte r . r.ast year the Ozark
persimmon tree gave me ONE ripe frui t
and I have seen TWO green ones on the
tree so far this year . New raspberry
4 crop soon . Ray- the Boss .

Dahlias are on their way out ana I'm
gathering seed for next years plants.
They have been so pretty that I hate to
see them go. I've grown twenty-five
plants of the Jerusalem Cherry, which
is an ideal ornamental
plant
for
Christmas and they should be full of
those bright red pods at that time, I'~
also growing some ornamental peppers
that make nice pot plants. Butterfly
bushes have been so pretty. Have seperated the Iris and put out the new
plants for next years bloom. Received
six nice Japanese Iris from Marx Iris
Farm in Oregon. They are so attractive
and I like them very much. Jeane Cole
of Santa Ana sent me some seed that
came to her .f rom Louisana, called Forest Fire plants. They have red stems,
red leaves and red flowers. They should
make quite a spl~sh in the garden next
year.
I'm wanting either seed or a few
plants of the Dictamnus or Gas plant.
If any of you readers have it, please

By Cactus Pappy
114 Natal Way
Vista, Calif.
WESTERN NOTES
Last day of August, a real cool· one,
overcast, and with a cool wind. Sort
of has the touch of autumn in it. We
have had a fine summer although very
little real warm weather. Now Labor
Day, school then will start and the
summer season is over. I've had a delightful summer. Many visitors, picnics, and garden club meetings all made
it nice. The time goes past so fast,
The Lord willing and the creek don't
rise, I'll be eighty years young Oct. 4
but still going strong. I am always
busy, so time never drags. Now I have
promised a half day twice a week for
the hobby department of the Vista Boys
Club. Vista has built them a fine modern building and Sears gave them twenty
five hundred dollars in tools, so it's
a pleasure to go there and help out.
Rev. Keith Fortner is in charge of the

write me. I'll either buy or trade. I
can't find it here on the west coast.
Several have told me that they had seen
it back east. It comes in two colors,
a rosy pink or white. I'd like some of
each. If you have small plants I'd
rather have them. Fuschias and coleus
are a splash of color now and the
plants in my shade house are sure putting on a show. I'll soon cover it
with clear plastic, as sometimes we get
a surprise frost here, so I'm always
prepared.
My Echinopsis are still blooming and
many of the echeverias are blooming
too. Big Rose of Sharon bush on my
patio is covered with pink blooms with
wine colored centers. The hummingbirds
love them. I'm sure looking forward to
the Oct. issue, the special one that
Ted is getting out, for I know it will
be fine. So many people write me how
happy they are to have the good Ole Ozark Gardens coming to them again. You
all keep happy, Love the Lord, and remember, "To look to the sun, and the
shadows will always be be hind you.
Mommie and I both send our love and
best wishes to you all. Vya con Dios.

crafts and it is indeed a pleasure to
work with him. When I get too old that
I can't be of some service to others,
then I want to pass on. I will have
the pleasure of speaking to the Rancho
Santa Fe Garden Club in Oct. and am
looking forward to a pleasant day of
it.
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God must have loved a garden or He
would not have placed Adam and Eve, our
first parents , in one, Inherited or
not, one cannot say, but within each of
us there seems to be that instinc tive
affection for a garden and a desire to
work as a partner with the Master Gardener in making green things grow.
patch . There are border-like beds on
the east and west. A few years ago
this area proved too small and so I expended the garden to the north adding
about half as much, so now it runs across the entire back (east) side of
the lot. This addition is four steps
down from the old garden and at the
north end it has a ground l evel bird
bath with a statue of St . Francis so we

As a small child I shar ed t his affec tion and desire and lived in a small
Michigan village where on our corner
lot we had an extensive garden . After
leaving for college and then marriage
for almost t went y years, I had no garden of my own . Then in 1942 during
World War I I Victor y gardens we r e t he
order of the day and rationing taught
us how to use cheape r meat cuts, among
other things . Herbs and seasonings to
make these tasty and more palatable
were no.t being imported , so to havE:
them one must grow his own . It was
from this war- time necessity that my
herb garden came about . From 1942 to
1948 I had a small herb plot at 1582
Beach St., Muskegon and then buying our
own home, we moved only one block and
in April 1948 the Oasis Herb Garden
came into being. Many of the perennials we re transplanted from the old site
which was really in a city street (but
that is a story in itself . ) After six
years of experimentation with herb culture, I knew exactly what I wanted and
set about to have it . The patch is
small (kept that way so I can do all
the work myself) but very adequate for
our needs and those of our herb-loving
friends.
Basically, now it is two l e vels and
the length of it runs north and south
at the east (back side) Jf the house
(an old- fashioned summer cottage winterized for year around use.) The upper level is built around bwo wheels ,
one of thymes and the other of mints .
About these is a fi gure 8 path . At the
south is a moist area and a shady section,while at the north is a wide sunny
Harvest Time October 1966
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call it "The St. Francis Garden " . Its
pavement wi th thyme as a ground cov er
has a wide border with many of the pe rennials and it is here I usually hav e
the annuals, marjoram, basil and summer
savory. In these two sections,at last
count, there were 67 d i fferent kinds of
herbs, which is not bad for a city lot.
Of course, of some there are only specimen plants, but for the most part this
small garden supplies our needs both
for kitchen and gardening.
In 1963, at the death of my father,
the old borne in Breckenridge was ~eft
to me and the first thing I wanted to
do was renovate and renew the old gardens . For years I had read of MaryGardening and so in the summer of 1965
we placed a statue of Our Lady and dedicated the first portion of the renovated gardens to Mary , in memory of my
two grandmothers , Mary and JV!argaret , for
whom my cousin and I are named,
So , God placed man in a garden to
dress it and to tend it, and in our
gardens amid b eauty and promise , we
me et God face to face ,

THE FASCINATING WORLD OF HERBS
Above is a snapshot of my shipping
iepartment . Some might think one would
have to go to elaborate preparation and
a large outlay of cash to become a
miller of crude botanical drugs, but
this is not true.
The machinery is
nothing more than a huge electric hammermill with a number of various size
screens.
The finishing screen is constructed
of silk Georgette (same materia~ that
was fashionable in ladies dresses at
one time.) The important factor in
milling the crude drugs is to comply
with the ruling of the Food and Drug
Administration, and of course the proper identification of each botanical
and its preparation is of the utmost
importance.
I have been in the whole sale botanical drug business since 1924. We sell
wholesale only to drug manufacturers
throughout America and foreign countries. I list here just a few of the
many medicinal roots, herbs, barks,
berries, leaves, flowers, pollens and
molds we sell in ton lots and up.
Aletris Root
Alfalfa Herb
Adonis Root
Agrimony Herb
Beth Root
Black Alder Bark
Balm of Gilead Bud
Black Haw Bark
Blood Root
Buffalo Herb
Brier ' s Hip
Bull Nettle Root
Blue Flag Root
Calamus Root
Catnip Herb
Cranesbill Root
Crawl Grass
Devil's Shoestring
Root
Deer Tongue Leaves
Dandelion Root
Dandelion Leaves
Dogwood Bark
Knot Grass
Knob Root
Lily of the Valley
Root
Lobelia Herb

Echinacea Root
Elder Berries
Elder Bark
Elder Leaves
Elder Flowers
Fringtree Bark
Great Plantain Herb
Gum Plant Herb
Gy~sy Flower Root
Golde n Seal
Horse Chestnuts
Horse Chestnut Bark
Horse Chestnut
Leaves
Helonias Root
Hounds Ton gue Ro ot
Horse Nettle Root
Hip Fruit
Heaven Tree Leaves
Indian Turnip Root
Indian Elm Bark
Iris
Jersey Tea Root
Ragweed Herb
Rose Hips, Fruit
Red Root
Star Root
Sumach Bark

Harvest Time October 1966
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Another shipment of Herbs for
INDIANA
BOTANIC GARDENS, Hammond, Indiana from
Dr. R. L. SANDERS
Prairie Point, Miss.
I get hundreds of letters asking if
they can obtain various herbs from me,
but we do not sell retail.
There are a
number of retail houses where ":Hary and
John Doe" can obtain the herbs they
might need, one in particular is Indiana Botanic Gardens, Box 5, Hammond,
Indiana. This fine firm has been milling botanical drugs since 1910 and I
consider them to be a fine retail outlet for fresh herbs of all kinds.
Licorice Root
Mandrake Root
:Hilkweed Root
Magnolia Bark
Mistle toe Herb
Mullein Leaves
Nettle Leaves
Nutmeg
Orange Pee ls, Sweet
Orange Peels,bitter
Oregon Grape Root
Pleurisy Root
Prickly Ash Berries
Prickley Ash Bark
PiYlk Root
Poke Root
Passion Flower
Herb
PlaYltain Herb
Leaves
Pine Ne_e dles
Pitcher Plant Herb
Prunus Spinosa
Que en ' s Root

Sumach I.eaves
Sur:1ach Berries
Sassafras Bark
Sarsaparilla Root
Slippery Elm Bark
Skunk Cabbage Root
Snake Root, Va.
Solomon Se al Root
Stillingia Root
Serpentaria Root
Thyme Herb
Twin Leaf Root
Ulmus Fulva , Powder
Unicorn Root
Va . Snake Root
Viole t Leaves
Vervain He rb
Water Cress
Wild Cherry Bark
Wild Yam Root
Wild Sunflower
Water Eryengo
Xanthoxylum Bark
Yellow Dock Root
Yellow Root
Zea Mays

MAE DEES

BEAUTY FOR YOUR GARDEN
Mae Dees, Rt.1 Coldwater. Mo.63934

Have you ever paused to figure out
just how much each tiny bright spot in
your little garden means to you? Just
what does beauty in your garden mean?
To me it means a lot of little things,
achieved day by day, season by season,
and the leisure to enjoy it all.
Take the problem of hot, dry winds
blowing from the southwest. No amount
of sprinkling could produce satisfactory results. The hot wind just drank
up the water from the thirsty plants.
\'fell once I put my mind to it, I did
something about it. Down in the pasture a thicket of blue goose plums grew
wild. "You aren't thinking of bringing
that junk to your garden are you?" my
husband said. Yes, I was thinking, but
I did not set the little sprouts inside
the fence,but just outside I planted a
row of little switches. In just three
years t h e y oung trees were loaded with
the mo s t
f ragrant, snowy white bloss oms . The breezes make music among the
wil l owy branches and le.ave that strip
of the garden moist and productive. As
a wind break those plums are superb,not
to mention the sour plums in July. Rows
of sparkling jelly,
delectable and
pure , adorn my she lves and del ight my
family and friends. In the aut umn I
trim out a ny threatening sprouts ~d
limbs a nd throw a few shov elsful of
chicken droppings under the trees. This
wind break cost nothing, adds beauty
and food for us and the birds and will
last for the rest of our lives. Another delight is the pink rambler rose
that came from my mother's garden. It
has bloomed for twenty-five years beside my garden gate. Not only has it
delighte d me and everyone who se e s it.,
but it makes a perfect home for nesting
Harvest Time October 1966

birds. No cat or snake is brave enough
to face all those thorns . There are
two empty nests between rose and the
wire netting right now. They are gold
finches nests and, they come back each
year. I hope I am a good grandmother.
Take Elora and Gary Ward , my daughter ' s
children.
"He's a pigweed grandma, if you watch
him eat", Elora will say. "Well, just
look at her", Gary retorts, "She's a
Jimpson, all thorny and poison, that ' s
for sure". But they both laugh and
have lots of fun.
Every
Mother's Day
their father
brings me a huge bouquet of azaleas , cut
from a secret wooded place on one of
his hillsides. I place them in a big
brown pitcher and they grace the garden
for days. They love it there by the
little tub pool and the big crane and
the azaleas make a picture in the blue
water, too . My son-in-law is thoughtful
and his mother and I look forward to
our bouquets.
I also strive for contentment, which
aids my beauty program. My huspand
loves all these beautiful things too,
but I sometimes wonder if he wouldn't
trade them all (except the grand children of course) for one big clump of red
r hubarb. The rhubarb is not only beautiful but u se ful to ke e p him supplied
with pies and cobblers. Oh, the world
could all be so beautiful and filled
with love if we all would just start
with our own small gardens.
~garden
isn't a place t o sla ve just for gain
and to s ave money on t he grocery bill,
but for me the l it t l e g arden and its
activities i s a wonde r ful way of life!
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Mae Dees cont'd on page 15

Flower Ranch

News

MRS. HATTIE H. DAVIDSON
Rt. 1, Box 20·4
West Palm Beach, Fla.

We are still enjoying lots of good
showers, have not used any sprinklere
this summer. Now if we could control
the g rowth of plants and weeds all
would be ideal. It is interesting to
note how the various plants and trees
reac t to excessive moisture. The bulb
plants growing in the ground and not in
pots are responding to the :ain~ Day
lilies , which started bloom1ng 1n May
are about finished, but now and then a
new bud will appear .
We have several specie of Gi nger
(Zineibar), all of which bloom rather
indifferently throughout
the summer
season . Right now Queen Lily (Curcuma
petiolata) has been having gorge ous
flowers . Close in to the strap leaves
from the base comes a fat spike with
lavender t ipped bra cts , as t hese grow
taller they spread out and in each
notch appears a cream c olored flower.
These grow close and add new f lowers
until the whole spike is eight to ten
inches high. It is very plump. In the
past these flowers were only about
half the si ze of the one s we have now.
Wish I had more bulbs, only have a half
dozen .
A few years ago I started some Montbretia from seed and each summer have
had a few blooms . The plants hav e multiplied, not always produc in g fl owers.
This summer there are
many flower
stalks . But a former problem s till
persi s ts. All flowe rs lean ove r , sometimes almost flat to the ground. I
would like to improve this . I have
added soil around the bulbs , even used
small rocks to prop t he plant but nothing seems to help . The bulbs are not
Harvest Time October 1966
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large, e v idently they want to rest above the soil line. I'd like to hear
apout this from others who g row Montbretia. They are also known under the
name of Tritoni a and belong to the Iris
gr oup of bulbs.
While a ll things have grown excess ively , some plants have not bl oomed as
usual . Only one of our many tropical
fruits had fruit . That was the Eugenia
dombeyi called Grumichama in its native
Central America . Even the common Surinan (Eugenia uniflo ra) , also call ed
Florida cherr y ,fail ed to set any fruit
~nd the blossoms were scarce too.
Some
Jf the other fruit trees bl o omed but no
fertilization to ok
pl ace .
Perhaps
some of the heavy rains accounted for
that. We were disappointed that there
were no Jacaranda or Poinciana blossoms. The t ree s are heavy with f oliage . The Crape I>lyrtle (Le ger s troemia )
is in flower now, it is mid Augus t. I
recall last year, which was very dry,
they were blooming in June and after
clipping off the faded ones there were
more flowers in July. A sec ond bloom
is always welcome.
In a question and answer column in
our Sunday paper, someone wanted to
know just how much water to give their
plants. The answer to that was that
individual things have different requirements. One must watch their plant
and try to gage the need. Some can
take it very dry while others pre fer
much water. Again we have to learn by
experience. As I have written many
times, it really pays to make notes in
that garden note book. Hope you all
have some kind of garden scrapbook at
least.
I guess when I used to hand water
with the hose, the potted bulbs got
more wat er than they do from the rain.
A lot of the rain, although it strikes
the plant dire c tly will run off the
leaves and soak away without really
getting close to the bulb itself. Tha t
might account for the lack of flowers
on our potted Eucomis, Amarcrinum., Agapanthus and others growing in containers. There were no night bloomin g Cereus this summer either .
In the g r ound we grow Rain lilies
(Zephyranthud), have three
or four
clumps., some deep pink and oth ers are
paler in color. Thes e have been blooming more than usual. The Society Garlic (Tulbaghia vi olacea) has been so
l ove ly . The lav ender flowers
on a
f r ail stem stand up proudly in all
kinds of weather .
Then t he edging
plant , Lily Turf (Liriope) has had more
blooms than other summers . They are
very a ttractive in a small vase with
some fern or de licate greenery.
The accompanying picture was taken
about t wo years a go at our front door
step . I am the one with the green
thumb and my husband has the strong
back.
When this number of O.G. comes out we
hope to be in the Smokie Mountains of
North Carolina enjoying our
a nnual
brief vacation.

,Q~ s~c7nfn~~j~~\o~r..~~!;

How our cactus garden came into being
was to begin with a "just happened ."
There was no forethought or planning.
We had our first cactus in pots, two
of them, which we had collected just
outside our back yard when we lived in
Arizona. One was a Ferocactus (barrel)
small at time of collecting, the other
a Coryphantha Arizonica (golf ball).
Also in same vicinity we brought a
small agave. These arrived with our
household goods when we moved from Arizona to Canon City, Colo. in 1930. They
were kept in pots for several years,
winte.r ing indoors. But one night I put
too much faith in the lengthing of a
beautiful Indian Summer, by morning
they were very frozen,

Our next cactus did not appear on the
scene until after the fateful Pearl
Harbor, My eldest son was with the
Marines at San Diego and to see him I
journeyed to that city,
Nearby where I was staying was a
wreck of a cactus garden. My old interest was renewed, and when I came upon a branch of opuntia subulata on the
sidewalk I was fascinated , it looked
to me like nothing more than a huge
green worm! Before I returned homeward
I had added a triangular semi clunbes
and a spinless pad of opuntia to the
"worm." Later a variety of sclerncereus joined the collection . They grew
rapidly, Fortunately the
house was
large and since only my self and husband
occupie d it, I had no cause to feel
"crowded". Then was when we moved to
Las Animas, also in Colo. However,they
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met with a fatal "accident".While I was
temporially hospitalized they were set
inside, but it was the outdoor eave and
the door was left open. Consequently
when I returned home, they too had fro·zen. But cactus seemed to stick to me
somehow. My next venture was some 0puntia polyacantha which was then (pre
herbicide days) plentiful on the high
plains of Eastern Colo. A fishing trip
to Gunnison on the western slope (of
the Rockies) netted me a handful of
small Pedeocactus Simpsonii var minor.
Next, seeking some wild Iris on the Raton Pass between Trinidad and Raton,N.
Mex., I located my first Echinocereus
verififlorus (also the Iris.)
These names,at that time,were as foreign to me as if they had none at all,
but somehow or other I heard about the
Cactus and Succulent Journal and thru
Mr. Haselton I had purchased three cactus books (my first book was a gift
~rom
my brother and wife. "What Kinda

Cactus Izzat" by Reg Manning,) So I
added Colorado Cacti, Texas Cactus and
California Cactus.
About that time I received a letter
from a man who lived in New Jersey requesting several
different Colorado
cactus that grew in southeastern Colo.
Then came the crucial point, to read
the descriptions and apply them to the
different plants. It was pretty much
like reading Chinese
characters at
first, but I stuck grimly to it and
finally coupled up some names. Opuntia
polyacuntha Refinesqui and Phaeacantha
as well as Coryphantha vivipara and
Echinocereus vividiflorus.
It
was
years before I stumbled onto Echinocereus caepetosus , though I'd walked and
searched many miles. I had not yet
learned to size up a cactus producing
location.
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cont'd on page 16

'-ACTUS
Tidbits
T.C.Leopold-R.D.1,Box 227
Fairview,Pa.16415

Welcome to the "Wonderful World of
Cacti" for Sept. How did your hobby
start? Mine started this way. Almost
five years ago there was a family that
lived near us and by reasons of their
own was gently put out of their rented
house at a very late hour one evening.
It was early winter, no snow on the
ground but the temperature was about
15 degrees above zero. After snug in
our warm house and having gone to bed
for the night, my wife said to me, I
cannot sleep thinking of those children
down the road, for they had no fire in
the house and had but 1 hour to be out
of their had been house. We did get
out of bed and dress and out into "he
cold night to their house and returned
with three of the ten children to our
home.
The next day the parents brought a
car load of flowers for us to keep a
f ew days, at least that is what they
said. The plants were of many different kinds. Begonias, Impatient plants
and many others were present, but in
this group was a little elephant made
of pottery. Planted in this was an
Epiphyllum or an Orchid Cactus. I was
fascinated by this odd looking thing
that grew long flat leaves. Why was it
different, what was it, where did this
woman ever find a plant like that? The
other flowers grew well with my wifes
care and love for plants. It was all
new to me because in times past when
Mrs. Leopold would report her flowers I
would rather kid her and say "Honey"
your wasting your time, why not
do
some thing better than fool with flowers.
Meanwhile back at the farm,as they
say. This new cacti entrigued me as to
why it did not look like other plants.
This sent me to a seed catalog of which
I never did look at and there I found
cactus seed for sale. I thought where
in the world did they ever get cactus
seed from. My first packet of seed
came and was planted, among these seeds
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were some odd looking fellows to me,
some black, brown, some flat. I thought
maybe they made a mistake and gave me
s omething else instead. But plant them
I did, along with tomatoes, peppers,
right in the same flat. The tomatoes
came up first then the peppers and soon
all that was left ·in my flat was the
cacti seed, covered quite deep in the
soil. After some weeks the first seed
came thru the soil,my first thrill ofl
cacti. Not all the seed came up and I
did not understand why but now I know
why, they were covered too deep and the
only seed to come thru this treatment
were some cereus and opuntia plants. I
still have the first four plants that
grew from seed, 3 cereus about 5 foot
tall and one opunti a 3 foot high. The
c h ildren?? Oh y e s, I forg ot 1 the paren t s came and took 2 of them after 3i
weeks and the last one after 3 months.
The flowers?? Oh yes, five months after they had left them they came after
them. I said er--ah,--lady,---we kept
your flowers a long time, could I have
the "Little Elephant" and the cactus
plant please. After looking at it she
sai d yes, just give me a leaf of it you
may have the rest. I have not, even
to this day, seen them since, I often
wonder what they would say if I told
them how their misfortune turned into a
blessing for me. "Three Children", and
a "Ceramic Elephant" starts a hobby,
how did your hobby start???
Harvest time, is it all over for the
y ear i n cacti. Oh my no, as we approach
the best holidays of the year our cacti
have as much a part· of it as the turkey
for Thanksgiving and the
tree
at
Christmas time. This is the time of
year to prepare our Thanksgiving and
Christmas cactus to bring an added
thrill to our hobby besides what cactus
fan e v~r had a Christmas without a full
blooming Christmas cactus holding its
flowers just as proud as any Christmas
tree filled with lights and ornaments.
You do not need to trim your Christmas
cactus for Christmas, it will trim itself with flowers. How often we hear
or read, I have had a Christmas Cactus
for years and it has never bloomed,
what is wrong? Often I will hear at a
garden club, someone say, I must have a
kind that does not bloom. This is not
true of course, the reason is this.
There is only one secret and that is
light. The Christmas or Thanksgiving
cactus is a short day plant. Now I can
hear you say, what do you mean. We all
know that the short daylight hours
turns the double male flower of the
tuberous begonia bloom into a single
bloom, the short daylight hour causes
the node on the leaves of trees to stop
growing and showing the true colors of
the leaves. The short daylight hours
brings the fall mums into a bloom also.
It also takes short daylight hours for
your Christmas cactus to set buds. It
must have more dark hours, than light
hours in a day. If your cactus is
still out of doors and you l i ve in a
fro s t area, place it indoors now, it
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We Hear By The Gourd Vine
BY.·: Fae Hecht
27 New York Ave.
Congers, N. Y. 10920

HARVEST INVENTORY
"You must have an enormous gourd
garden; how large is your harvest? "
These questions seem to pop up during
every gourd disc ussion. Actually the •
size of a gourd garden i sn 't really important. For the garde ner with limited
space who employs a trellis can enjoy
these cucurbits j ust as much as t h e
farmer with acres at his disposal.
Since I do not sell seeds or gourds,
quantity does not interest me. It's
the various species which intrigue me.
Living in the suburbs (but still
CJ.'<i te rural) most of my prope rty is
landscaped , wh ich doesn't leave too
much of a large area in one place. So
I've taken advantage of the layout and
blended in t he different g ourd species
whe r ever possible. The trelli s (wood)
franing my back entrance I reserve for
t he Lagenarias Long Ha ndled Dipper and
the Bottle. This can he seen from the
street and draws many s pectators . The
wire fence which encloses my pe t's
playground {3 cats and a dog) has the
large wa rted white pear of the Ornament als on one side and Long
Handled
Dipper on the other. By August this
fence is covered with the large ele phant-ear leaves of the gourd vines , t he
OrnaT'lental yellow and Lagenarias white
flowe r s and of course the fruit o f a ll
shapes !.nd sizes . And a more b eautiful
sight is hard to find . Wha t had originally been planned as a grape arbor
has become another go urd nook. But now
that most of rny trees have grown around
it I find the sun disappearing and ye t
I manage to get quite a crop from this
location . Here one finds an assortment
of Ornamentals and Lagenarias. I usually get some of my best gourds right
in the compost pile. This year t h e
Sponge or Luffa g ourd
is ramblingthrouc h its contents . Of course , the
best location is in my ve ge table garden . Very sunny and good soil because
of my husbands tomatoes and ve getable s.
Grudgingly a portion of this "Fertile
Crescent " was allotted me . The 10th
Commandment or Crown gourd here is sc
far advanced that one would think the
seeds had been sown earlier than the
others . Not to take up too much room
here (becauRe I will be banished from
Harvest Time Octobe r 1966
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the garden next year) I made use of an
old TV aerial . After running along the
g round to the boundry, the vines climb
up the TV pole .
In back of the ga rage the gourds
really go to town. Since I have quite
a large sunny section here, I don't
bother :to prune, j ust let the vines go
wild. Another assortment of Ornamentals were tried here.
A discarded
flower bower also serves as a gourd
bed. Several seeds which were sown along side the house produced vines that
are climbing up the chimney. Unl ike the
Ornamentals, the Lagenarias grow in one
color only, light green . The yield
from all t he s e gourd beds var i es each
year. Some y ears as many as 200 are
harvested, other years j ust 50.
UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES
DAYS TO REJ:vlEMBER
Oh , to be in New England durin g Harvest Time. Pilgrims and Plymouth Rock
come to life yearly at the Massachusetts Fall Flower Show in Boston . This
event is sponsored by the Mass . Horticultural Society . In a ddition to the
colorful display of fruits and vegetables the show features an outstanding
Gourd exhibit . For it is in Boston
that the Gourd Society of America met
for many years . Their n ew headquarters
are located in Elmwood , Mass . A member
of the Gourd Soc i ety since 1948 ,and a lthough my articles had been a ppearing
in their pub li cat ion since 1954 , I had
never met any of the members . My trip
to Boston in Oc t. 1964 not only a fforded me the opportunity of meeting the
members, but also enabled me t o see a
fabulous collection of gourds.
The
g ourd exhibit was a warded first , second
and special prizes .
Yes, there is a common bond among
gardeners . I felt as if I had known
them a life time. The s urprise of the
evening was a dinner where I was g uest
of honor in a restaurant in Boston ' s
Back Bay section . Some of the members
traveled about 30 miles to be present
at this dinner . Until next month , bye
for now, Fae Hecht ,

JOHN L. SPINKS,Sr.
GOURDS MRS.
Route 2, Box 75
Crockett, Texas

75835

Gourd show, Crockett, Texas.Mrs.John L.
Spinks. Displaying Gourds.

An assortment of Mrs. Spinks Gourds.

A Variety of Gourds

Longhorn Gourds growing.

Gourds in the breezeway of Mrs.Spinks.

Gourd used as a planter.
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Rustic

Feeder

A favorite of Chicka dees,
Nuthatches,
Woodpeckers ,
etc,Copper hardware, Craft
finish,Seed & Suet filled ,
Gift boxed $3 . 25 ,4 refills
$3 .50 -both $6 . 50 . Free house & feeder
circular, DEALERS WANTED.
EARL DOUGLASS--De t. O--Red Creek,N. Y.
THE APPLE TREE
In spring she's like a shy and pink
cheeked bride;
A virgin, chaste and pure, arrayed in
white,
Her gown of blossoms scents the countryside.
But soon she changes to a dress of
bright
New green that hides the neavy limbs
that now
Begin to bend beneath the welc ome
weight
Of fruit she cradles in each leafy
bough,
She is complete, She stands mature
and straight,
Too soon, cold days of fall make her
aware
Her fruit is gone, her branches are
not green,
She spreads her empty arms. There's
nothing there,
Then, gnarled and bent, she still
remains serene
And calmly waits for what the days
may bring.
She knows, for her, there is another
spring,
Caroline McDougall
OCTOBER
Frost on the ground, this morning ,
Better go get in the hay ,
01 ' Jack's s ending a warning,
"Winter's on the way."
Sho ok down one last red apple;
How about pie for dinner ,
Or maybe sauce with scrapple?
(Lord , on that I'll not get thinne r)
Frost on the leaves of roses ,
The last bloom's in ; a black vase;
The love ly ghost of Spring supposes
It 's bloom worthwhile, in any case.
Cream is thick on soured milk ,
These chilly morning s, and the hens
Enj oy the clabber, smooth as silk,
I churn by the fire , just as day ends ,

BIRTHDAY CLUB
MAKE BIRTHDAYS more fun by joining
OG's Birthday Club. Shower hono r~es
with cards, letters or items of the
hobby intere sts. The club is open
free of charge to all sub scr ib e~sMRS. JAN SIMS, 12 Babbac ombe Ave .,
Otaki, New Zealand BD Oct , 26 , 1902 .
Interested in s eeds of all kinds , especia1ly cacti, mint USA stamps and
salt and pepper shakers and pen pals.
(EDI. note) This is our wri ter of Gard ens Down Under; a BD card sent air
mail is 25¢ takes 5 days, sea mail
take s 30 days,
CACTUS PAPPY , 114 Natal Way, Vistat
Calif. 92083 BD Oc t, 4.
(EDI note)
This is our writer on Page 5. We understand Pappy will be 80 years young.
Loves everyone and all of nature.
MRS. GERTRUDE STRUBE, 4 3 South State
Street, Apt. 3,
Painesville, Ohio
44077. BD Oct. 27, 1903. I a m aretired telephone operator, have been
retired two· y ears on Nov, 4, 1966, My
hobbies are sewing and knitting for my
nine grandchildren, birds and raising
house plants,
ANNA R. HEIDE, 4943 S,E, 104, Portland
Ore, 97266 BD Oct, 31, 1905. "The
Goblins done brought me," Any more
Goblins around? Hobby is cactus and
succulents, geraniums of all kinds,especially dwarf geraniums, Also fuschias and mums,
MRS, FLORENCE MUELLER, 111 E. Circle
Dr., Jefferson Ci ty, Mo. 65101 BD Oc t
20 ,
1907 . Interested in perennials
with a few annuals mixed i n. I also
like house plants , have mostly African
Violets. I love your magazine and
read it immediately when it arrives, I
like the birthday club idea, as people
l ove to get mail , Guess we won't any
of us get so bored or so far ahead in
life that we won't like to g et letters
MRS. JOHNNY BOURBOIS, 3 419 Kinkaid ,
Houston, Tex . 7 701 6 BD Oct . 9 .
My
hobby is cacti and succulents, especially variegated plants.
Raise
many , many cacti and other plants,
tree s and shrubs from seed,
MRS . MARY HULTS, Rt, 2 , Box 181, Ste phenville , Tex. 76 401 BD Oct . 2 , 1897.
Hobbies are house plants, cactus, rug
making and fishing ,
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MRS. ZEPHIRIN VACHON , RR4, Powasson ,
On t ., Canada BD Sept . 26 , 1899 . Will
exchange post marks view cards and
stamps . Love to read and write , Love
flowers and gardens. Would like pen
-14- pals, will answer all,

IF THERE IS AN X in THE BOX, your subscription expires this month, RENEW to
day, Ozark Gardens needs you.
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MRS, D. KLASSEN, Box 277 , Carlsbad,
- Tex , 769 34 BD Oct ,
15, 1908 , Will
trade cactus seeds for Gold Bond Trading Stamps. Also have view cards to
send for G.B. stamps .

HILLSIDE FLOWERS
Ruby Gold, P.O. Box 1034
Basalt , Colo. 81621
The temperature got down to 40 today
but the sun is shinine; so it wil1 warm
up in a hurry. It is with a sad heart
that I must report we have had an infestation of earwigs and grasshoppers .
So there will be no seed of the Rose dawn or Grandna's flowers . Hate to use
spray because of the birds. We will
refund al1 money on the orders and will
wait and see if we can ge t rid of the
bugs. Do any of the reade rs know what
to do? The Hollyhocks are blooming so
yery beautifully even if the grasshoppers have stripped the leaves, The
Zinnias and Marigolds are so bright and
the pink j entstemon is doing so good.
Our border of Castor Bean plants are
high so will use them next year to hide
the fence. We have one large sunflower
left as there has been a bug on the
rest of them, \ve sprayed the big one
to try and save some seed. I,ast year
we had sunflowers 1 fo ot in diameter.
The hot, dr y summer accounts for the
bugs, I think.
Want to tell you t h at on our trip we
found 34 different types of wildflowers. Some were breathtakingly beautiful. We all agreed He is the Best -Gardener. Received a copy of Fragments of
Life, Random Thoughts,
The
Twelfth
Chris tmas , one book by Ora Jane Meens.
These books sell for $2 and we are using this means for he lpine; our library
fund.

"DOWN THE ROAD FROM MY HOUSE"
J.H. O'Brien

Past my house runs a pretty white
rock road, down the old railroad grade
through peaceful valleys ~nd past beautiful green hills. There's beauty all
the way.
Some early fall flowers were still
blooming. The soft pink of the mint or
bee balm, the sky blue of chick~ry and
the snow white Queen Anne's Lace blending in. The pleasing yellow of the
locust plant and the more ~hanging color of the red clover. Once in a while
a wild sunflower head appears, which
the wild finch's cling to, even to the
last seed. The more changing pink of
different milk weed, the darker orange
of the butterfly-weed, the dark purple
blossom of the iron weed, th€ s~ft pink
glow of the thistle, the spikes of blue
vervena (Verbena), and in
the open
spaces the dark orange fringe of goldenrod, asters blue, purple pink and
My hands can spade the fertile soil
white making a soft carpet over hill
There are seeds that I can sow.
and stretches away in the distance,
But rain and sunshine they must have
Squirrels leap and play in branches
God alone can make them grow.
overhead , rabbits dart in and out. Just
as I crossed the c reek and climbed up
Permission to be reprinted by Ora
the bank, a covey of quails that had
Jane Meens
darted out of sight a few minutes before took flight from a clump of hazels
Mae dees con'd from page 8
near the creek. Many birds fluttered
in the branches overhead. The sunlight
filt ered through the oak leaves touching the quail's color until they disappeared in the distance.
There before me under a mild evening
sky stretched the tall joint blue-stem
grass making a blue mist on the hillside. The morning chill had vanished,
the afternoon had become warm. On the
cres t or higher part of the ridge my
view was obscured by the oak forest.
Soon a small clearing gave me a view of
the valley below.
The fields , meadows and woods in
patches appeared to be patchwork on a
quilt. The breeze came in great waves
over the fields of yellow corn, their
tassels bending and nodding as if to
say, "good evening." The valley lying
What does it take to make a beautiful
garden? to me it takes color, life,
between green and gold hills, their
sides covered with woodland treasures.
contentment, leisure to enjoy it •••
There were brilliant colors of autumn
My grand children are the greatest
adornments , flowers, "He's a pigweed"
on the Sumac and Aspen, the wheat stubElora says . "She's a Jimpson;
poison ble are still brown, the woods russet .
The whole wo rld seemed to b e tinged
and full of thorns". Gary retorts but
they have fun •••
with a smoky blue haze which is always
found in this uart of the world at this
-15-time of the year.
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Ethel Karr cont'd from page 10
My reward for sending the "bits and
pieces" to New Jersey was a box full of
cactus, all of them hardy! I was in my
lament for sure.
(I still have many of
those plants,although it is something
like 25 years.) A trip down thru Texas
then west to Tucson, Ariz. added a few
but not for the garden. The pots began
to appear on the window sill, cuttings
of the other succulents joined them.
Mrs. Nipper of Chester, Ill. sent me
a gift subscription to Cactus Digest,
much to my delight. I began to think I
was learning "all about cactus" (Hah!
such conceit!)
Then one day the editor of our weekly
(Las Animas) newspaper requested an interview,as he had heard about my queer
hobby. I posed holding a potted "monkey tree" (anyone want a 7 foot monkey
tree?) and both the photo and the story
were featured on the front page. The
editor ended the write up with the remark ~hat I had a hobby that could easily pay off in cash. I was at once
startled and thoughtful,for by then I
had a flourishing winter hardy cactus
garden. True, I still stumbled over
identifications of the most common varieties. By the following summer I decided to give it a try and advertise in
a popular bulletin
which
brought
a
number
of
inqu1r1es.
So
I
made up a list and had it mimeographed.
One could probably make more errors,
but I have my doubts! Whereas the gal
that did the mimeographing added to
them. Even then I had few more sales
than I had ever dreamed, So I added a
few more species and made up a longer
list the next year. However, the mimeographer made even a worse mess of it
than the previous year, so in desperation I went to the newspaper office.
The editor agreed the job was "a mess"
and so arrangements were made for a
printed list. Any errors on that one
was absolutely my own!
That was the summer I received some
neobessyas. Somewhat dismayed, later I
discovered I had used them instead of
the Coryphanthas! Even now I sometimes
have· to study those two plants. In
blossom or fruit there is no comparison
but as young plants it not only can but
did stump an expert. As I sent some to
the New Jersey Cactiphile, now living
in Las Vegas, Nevada, last summer who
has made a speciality of neobessyas and
it was some weeks before he was satisfied the plants were indeed neobessyas.
My business g rew, doubled, tripled and
would do it over again if I made a real
job of advertising. But actually I'd
as soon quit as not, and one of these
day~ I may just do that.
I still turn to my books,of which I
have quite a library, as well as stacks
upon stacks of journals. Thought I
could just drop the Cactus & Succulent
Journal of America this
year, but
eventua lly I had to admit i t was like
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Ethel Karr cont'd
losing my favorite garden tools. I
still take the Cactus Digest.
Writing about these prickly things
started when the editor
of Cactus
Points, but before that name was decided upon, suggested I could do so. How
many years ago? Well, quite a few! I
count my friends from coast to coast
and foreign countries also. Quite
a
few have come here, too. And for the
most part has been a plesant experience
but I won't forget the lady from an
eastern state that stopped loaded up
with plants and cuttings. Then to my
astonishment loaded up herself, left,no
thanks even. I s ometime s wonder "did
she enjoy them?" Afraid I would not.
Cactus Tidbits cont'd from page 11
will not tolerate any frost. If your
plant is growing and appears healthy,
do not repot it. Now would you like it
to bloom for Christmas? Check it for
insects, give it a drink, place in a
cool ~if possible where it will not
rece1ve any artificial light what ~
ever. This is a must, no light other
than the normal light from the out of
doors that might come thru a window. It
takes at least 8 weeks and sometimes 10
weeks for it to set buds. The dark
hours each night , must not be broken,
or it will delay the setting of buds.
It is known that if a flashlight is
flashed on the plant for even .a minute
it will delay it in setting buds. Place
your plants in a protected area by Oct.
15 to have it in bloom for Christmas.
More next month on this.
Mary Gnadt of Alma, Kan. wrote in
last month saying she treats her cacti
in this manner to keep them free of
root mealies. She repots everything
in Sept. an~ places a small moth crystal in the bottom of each pot, but in
plastic pots be sure it does not touch
the plastic or it will melt a hole in
it. In the spring she inserts another
crystal in the pots not going outside
for the summer. Do you have a favorite
way to do things? Send it in.
Mr. Harry Barwick and his son stopped
in to see us a few weeks back. It was
good to meet them both. Mr. Barwick is
t h e Editor of The Little Cactus Corner.
Remember now to g ive your cactus full
sun and decrease the watering. Will
t alk next month on watering of your
plants thru the winter and more on care
of the Christmas Cactus. Until next
month, bye for now.
Please invite your Friends to join
The Garden Ma gazine Full of People

Please mention OZARK GARDENS when
writing to the advertisers, many
advertise in other papers.
Give
OZARK GARDENS the credit when you
-16- answer the ads in the classified.

LI•ly Lore

Mrs. David R. Birch
548 N. Rosedale
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74127

Lilies are really catching on in our
town and in the nation, witness the
tons of bulbs sold each season. A trip
to a national lily show can be a revealing experience. One never dreamed
such beauty existed and each year adds
to the varieties. The hybrids steal
the show and they are so e asy. Any average gardener can raise them.
In
fact, growers strive to produce and
sell the varieties that will grow in
Mr. Anybodys garden . The show at Worcete r, Mass. this year produced about
the usual number of new ones, but it
seems they were unusually g ood. I wish
I could pass around my collection of
color slides. They would make "fans"
of each of you. For the present we
will look forward to someday growing
them . It takes awhile before those
show room Queens reach the catalogs .
Stocks must be built up. If possible to
attend a lily show. Among imported
bulbs, I can sometimes find a specie
not commonly grown here because of its
cri tical requirements. If it
isn't
dissected to the point of extinction I
buy it, and after soaking in laundry
bleach then a solution of a complete
fertiliz er until it is as plump as I
can expect , I then scale it right down
to the basal plate and plant scales.
(See last is s u e of OG for directions.)
In about three, s ometimes four years,
it comes into bloom. These are very
beautiful and exotic, but not for the
young who want results now, if not
sooner.
Many of my young friends are sold on
container growing and they plant all
sorts of things in pots
including
lilies. One enterprising
young man
sinks a large, empty pot in the ground
and then when he has anything in bloom
he removes the pot and drops in the
potted, blooming plant. When it fades
he removes it and replaces the empty one until he has something else to
show. He really works at having blooming plants in that spot throughout the
season. The evergreen in back provides
a fine backdrop. I have practiced this
mode of gardening on a small scale,with
lilies mostly. This allows one to have
one or a group of them blooming in one
location for the entire season. I usually remove a pot and plant bulbs in
the cutting garden, potting fresh bulbs
each season. I never force a bulb the
second time.
Here is a forcing schedule for midcentury lil ies , which Mr. Jan De Graaff
so kindly permits me to use.
Pot Date
Nov. 25,
Dec. 10
Jan. 1
Jan. 15
Feb. 1
Feb. 15
Feb. 26

Approx . Flower
Feb. 15
Mar. 1
Mar. 16
Mar. 28
Apr. 12
Apr. 24
May 4
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Mar. 15
Apr . 1

May 20
June 5

Bulbs are pre cooled and can be potted immediately and begin forcing at
55 degrees farenheit by night, 60 degrees farenheit minimum by day. Suggested varieties: Enchantment, Cinnabar, Joan Evans, Harmony, Croesus and
Destiny.
Color range: from pale yellow
to
blazing orange .
Size: all sizes force well but the
larger bulbs give a higher bud count.
Five to six inch is normal size for
pots. Four to five inch size is suitable for flats or benches or put three
in a six inch pot .
At Alfred Univ., Alfred, N.Y. the 8
hour daylight lilies were shorter, more
compact then those given normal length
days.
Soil must be porous. 1" of gravel
in bottom of pot, fill pot i full of
soil mix (two parts sandy loam, two
parts leaf mold or peat, one part sand)
place bulb and spread roots naturally,
it will have live roots if it is grown
by our own specialists, then finish
filling with soil mix,water thoroughly.
Fertilizer: Whe n roots are active,
feed with nitrogen, repeat in ten days .
Date After another ten days feed with a
complete fertilizer.
Continue
this
feeding cycle until buds clear. Uniform watering is important, excess water c a uses roots to rot .
A regular control program for fungus
and aphids is better then trying to rid
planting of these pests onc e they ge t a
start.
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A. Sausaman, Box 126 , Albright, W. Va, 26519
scribed the use of artificial l ights
The autumn season is a busy one for
in Alaska for growing winter crop of
those who garden under
fluorescent.
tomat oes , cucumbers and other fresh
lights. A period of planning , selecvegetables. Since the freight is exting, and placing. This is when those
pensive and the shipping time i s long
large garden-grown specimen house plant
for importing these foods, it has provmust move indoors once again and take
en more economical for the 49th state
up their winter quarters under the
to produce these crops in lighthouses
lights. Some of them have become so
for themse l ves. We so often think of
ungainly that for the sake of space and
light gardens as places for ornamental
its limitations, y ou will by necessity
plants alone. This is not the case at
have to root a few small cuttings.
It
all.
seems heartless to discard those beautiful big plants, but the newly started
ones will soon become a well shaped and
vigorous replacement.
Let me say one word of caution that
may save you work or prevent failure
this winter. Be very, very careful to
select only clean and healthy cuttings
that are free from those common garden
pests such as mealy bug, white fly,aphids, etc. If you find a few present,
carefully wash the foliage with a weak,
slightly-warm detergent solution or use
one of the many garden sprays available
at your local garden center. If you
are not diligent a bout this n ow, you
may become pest-ridden indoors t his
winter, and it will be more difficult
to fight them in close quarters.
The approaching winter season will
A pale lavender bloom of the species
provide many of us with more free time
Achimenes Andrieuxii,
to spend working over our lighthouse
benches. Perhaps now is the time to
Space is a mos t important factor when
dig out those seed catalogs and order
planning your winter light garden. Remember that one 48 inch fluorescent
some exotic seeds that will make an interesting project to brighten those
tube will provid e you with a growing
bleak, cold months ahead.
area 12 to 14 inches wide and four feet
Also it is not too early to plan along. That is not a great deal of
head f or the space you will need to
space per lamp ,so plan carefully.
start those perennials and annuals for
It is amazing how fast your light
next spring,, Remember that many of
space will fill up with plants gathered
these will need to be started soon affrom their summer porch and garden
te r the new year, and a busy holiday
spots. Try not to crowd them
too
season i s only a fe w short months away.
closely as t hey will need space in
Another thought fo r thos e with light
which to grow this winter. When they
gardens is the use of fast-growing
are overcrowded, air circulation is reand bright-blooming annuals that can be
duced and tbus mildew or other miseries
pot-grown this winte r. They wi ll promay become troubl esome.
Also
over
vide lovely color and fragrance for the
c rowded plants rarely become shapely
holiday season . Have you tried petun specimens and more often become l anky
ias , ageratum , or marigolds as a winter
and top heavy due to the droppi ng of
pot plant? The decorative possibililower leaves that do not receive enough
ties are endl ess .
light.
Fascinating and delic ious too would
An interesting expe ~iment, that you
be a fe w lettuce plants or "Tiny Tim"
might en joy trying, is one conc erned
toma t oes to give those salads a garden
with how to house extremely large , well
fresh flavor this winter. An interess h aped p l ants for the winter . Growers
ting article appeared in the August 18,
h ave found this difficult with only
1966 issue of Florist Review. This inove rhead lights. The beautiful plant s
formative article
pictured and desoon become all tops and lose tha t
lush look ac quire d during the bright
Harvest Time October 1966
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cont'd on page 23

Robert L. Shatzer
Box 126
Albright, w. Va. 26519
As I went around watering plants this
evening, I noticed that Columnea "Betty
Stoehr" had two big, red blooms on it.
This is one of the more everblooming
columneas and a most beautiful dee~
red. That brought to my mind the tac~
that we had not talked about columneas
in this column yet at all. Are you
growing any of them? If not,I think
you would enjoy them,
Basically there are columneas which
grow in two different fashions--upright
and hanging. For the gardener
who
wants a plant in a hanging pot, a columnea is a wonderful choice, especially
one of the newer hybrids which are ever
blooming. The upright growers can be
kept out back and will still bloom very
well. I have often been told that columneas like to be allowed to get very
dry before watering but I do not agree
with this idea.
My experience has
shown that they prefer "o be kept evenly moist.
In tropical America there are over
one hundred species of these interesting plants. There they are evergreen
and grow both erect and as vining
plants. The name Columnea was given to
the genus in 1753 in Linnaeus' Species
Plantarum,
Columneas have become more popular in
recent years due to the many introductions of hybrids by Dr. Robert E. Lee
of Cornell University that will bloom
very easily in home conditions. Research has shown that many of the columneas will bloom at less humidity than
many other gesneriads and African Violets. Since many of us have a dry-air
problem in modern homes with forced-air
central heat, these can be ideal window
sill subjects.
The columnea plant produces a seed
pod that resembles a white berry. I
often think it reminds me of a moth
ball. Many growers think these seed
capsules are as much of a reward to
view as the blooms were. It is unique
among the gesneriad family and does
cause conversation.
In the native hahjtat of these plants
they ,grow on trees rather like orchids.
This is an important point to .consider
culture-wise. The columnea MUST have
good drainage and must not sit bogged
down in water. They enjoy making their
home on a tray of moist vermiculite or
Harvest Time October 1966
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gravel as most gesneriads do. The soil
mix should be of a looser consistency
than the mix you use for your African
Violets. They enjoy being pot-bound
and generally produce better blooms oftener if they are pot-bound, Regular
fertilizing normally produces better
plants. They like a warm place with
one exception. Many of the species
prefer a cool spell in the mid-winter
months. This seems to be necessary to
bring them into bloom. One word of
caution though.
Drastic
temperature
changes or being allowed to become too
dry will cause the plant to defoliate
and sometimes cause death.
The columnea propagates
extremely
easily from tip cuttings. They may be
rooted in vermiculite or most other
rooting mediums. For me they seem to
root best in Perlite. Cuttings taken
in spring that are grown in good summer
conditions often bloom the following
autumn,
I have had better luck bringing the
cultivars into bloom than I have the
species. I have listed and described
below some of the cultivars which I
have particularly enjoyed,

The handsome miniature that we talked
about last month, "Dollbaby."
"Anna C.", a hybrid, which was created by Michael J. Kartuz, that blooms
a dar~ crimson and is a trailing variety.
"Campus Favorite", one of the Cornell
hybrids, which is an erect grower with
flowers of deep-red and a yellow band
around the margin of the lobes.
cont'd on page 24
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our Editor and last years Gourds, Squash.

ttle Flower holding up s ome Gourds.

From"GARDENS DOWN UNDER" Mrs. Jan Si ms
12 Babbac ombe Ave. Otak i, New Zealand

Ozark Gardens office and typist,
Miss Virginia Williams.

Par t of Caroline Johnstons' Garden

We would like to introduce Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Hintenach.
It is with pride that we have Mr. Hintenachs work to use
on our front cover of Ozark Gardens. Mrs. Hintenach does
the research work for the era in which all sketchs
are
drawn for. Mr. and Mrs. Hintenach are also great
lovers
of Birds.We want to say Thank You,from all the
READERS!

Ozark Gardens information writer,
Caroline Johnston, Richmond Hill ,N. Y.

Our Printer ,Mr. and Mrs. Roger Kruse

THE MEDITATIONS PAGE

Rev. Thomas R. Rowett
R.D.1 Rick Rd.
McKean, Pa. 16426
THE COUNTRY PARSON
"A man's life consisteth not in the
abundance of things which he possesseth." Luke 12:15
Harvest time is a wonderful and e;xciting season of the year. A few days
ago · after I just had finished putting
in hay my wife said, "It is kind of fun
to be like the squirrels ~n preparing
for winter." Indeed there is a good
feeling when you are in readiness for
that season when the good earth takes
its rest from producing the essentials
which sustain life. However,a serious
danger lies in beli eving that the gathering together of only "things" is adequate provision for life. Our meditation verse is a principle stated by
Jesus immediately preceding a meaningful story told by Him, The story is of
a rich farmer, who after a bountiful
harvest said,
"I will pull down my
barns, and build greater •.• And I will
say to my s oul •••• take thine ease, eat,
drink and be merry." This man's problem was not in building bigger barns
but the attitude and purpose with which
he did it. As we consider his mistaken
logic, may we examine our own life's
motives. It is still true that "the
wise man learns from the mistakes of
others."
The r ich f a rmer thought that material
ble s s i ng would bring life. Is this
true? We may find the answer by a
qui ck g lance a t the world today. We in
the free world are enjoying a standard
of living probably hi gher than any gene ration before. We have
surrounded
ours e lves with push buttons and labor
saving d evices of all kinds. Only a
fool would not admit that some benefit s
are derive d f r om these things (I for
one sho uld not want to return entirely
t o the " g ood old days"). However, with
all our "thing s" we are mo s tly too busy
making a liv ing to a c tually live. While
on one hand life expec1ancy is inc r e ased. on the other hand more young
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p e ople die with heart attacks, tne to~l
of pressures of the day. Is there a
solution? There surely is. Life comes
not through the collection of things
but through a relationship to a person,
Jesus Christ. He Himself said, "I am
the way, the truth and the life." (John
14:6) Ini Johr1 5:12it is stated this
way, "He that hath the Son hath life
and he that hath not the Son of God
hath not life." Life is defined as
right existence and right existence can
be possible only as we are right in our
relationship with God. Things of this
world will pass away but God is eternal.
A further mistake made by this man
was his belief that wealth would bring
happiness-"eat, drink, and be merry."
Without a doubt there is a degree of
e n joyment in financial security and the
pleasurable things that money can buy.
However, this "joy'' is very limited in
duration as well as quality. Note how
a child will beg for a particular toy
and then after he gets it will lose interest in it after a while. So in the
adult world that
automobile
which
seemed so wonderful when it was shiny
and new loses its attraction after it
is driven a few months. Or that dress
that was so "darling" when purchased
soon goes out of style and the owner is
back to saying, "I ddn•t have anything
to wear." Because material things are
temporary, the satisfaction they offer
is temporary, One must look for enduring qualities,then if he is to find
an enduring joy. In light of this
Jesus said, "Seek ye first the kingdom
of God and his righteousness, and all
these things shall be added unto you."
This puts the emphasis in the right
place-eternal matters
first,
things
secondary. Actually happiness in not a
goal to be sought but a by-product of
reaching higher goals, Righteousness
or holy loving when achieved through
union with Christ produces a deep settled joy and peace that cannot be compared wi th the shallow merriment of
this world. A proper relationship with
Christ will evidence itself in a proper
attitude to others. For instance it is
not difficult to love your neighbor and
express that love. The rich farmer
would have been much happier if he had
shared his abundance with someone in
need rather than building bigger barns
wi th a selfish purpose, Jesus was not
exaggerating when He said, "It is more
bl e s s ed to give than to receive."
I f ma terial things cannot give life
or happine ss are they wrong? No, not
in the ms elves. But in our day when
ma t erial ism is a good more popular than
idols of wood and st one, it would be
well for us to reme mber "life consisteth not in the abundance of things"
because "man shall not live by breaii
alone,"
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Garden Lightly from page 18
days of summer. A similar distortion
is noticable in window sill plants that
become one sided in an effort to absorb
the side only sunlight.
Several light gardeners are experi
menting now with the use of both top
and side lighting in an attempt to conserve the se larger subjects. It is an
intriging idea and a pioneer area in
research. I hope to soon have some
more details and facts about their
findings.
Those tiny cuttings, that you have so
carefully selected, can be rooted by
a number of easy methods. Flats of
vermiculite, perilite, or sterilized
soil mix are probably the most commonly
u se d methods. A helpful hint, to those
who wish to root the more difficult
types, is the use of plastic bags
filled with a few inches of moist rooting medium. Insert the cuttings, blow
into the bag filling it with air, and
seal it firmly. These tinv plastic
greenhouses can be pinched, clothes
pinned to the edges of your light reflectors, or set along the edges of
your fluorescent light benches.
If you have a large amount of rooting to be done, a specially designed
propagation table would be the best
answer. Equip this with thermostatically controlled heating cable. Cover
the cable with several inches of saw
dust or similar medium before spreading
your layer of rooting mix. Suspend
your lamps above on pulleys and chain
for flexibility.
Bottom
heat will
speed up the rooting time greatly. Do
be careful that your cable is thermostatically controlled
however.
Many
people have baked their cuttings or
seedlings by not taking this precaution.
Seed germination under lights is a
s ubject large enough to devote more
than a paragraph so I will gather some
notes on this procedure and devote a
future column to this alone, Seeds
vary in size from powder-like begonia
se ed to large , weighty types and thus
must each be sown and handled in its
own particular way. Some seed germinate in the l i ght while others prefer to
germinate in the dark. This season is
a seed gathering one, as well as a seed
planting one.
This month is for planning, selecting
and placing . Planning
never really
stops with an inspired gardener. Selection is by na t ure a heartless decision, Placing a nd arranging can be for
pure utilitarian purposes or where your
artistic flair has its full vent. Use
your month well and be rewarded with a
cheerful winter of foliage and flashing
color.

not pos s ible to read and review all the
horticultural books and magazines which
appear every month, however, I will do
my best to bring to your attention what
I find. Please wri te me about any material you find that would be of interest to the light gardeners reading this
column.
I have received many questions concerning what c ommercial lamp or product
is the best for use in a light garden
and this question is without a cut and
dried answer. Much is being done now,
however, in this field of comparative
study. The past months have seen the
appearance of two reports on the subject.
The July/August issue of the Indoor
Light Gardening Society 's NEWS carries
an interesting group of reports in Barbara Walker ! s Research Director's column. She describes and quotes from reports provided by Dr. Robert C. Foster,
Botanist and Bibliographer of the Gray
Herbarium, Harvard University; Dr •.James
E. Halpin, Associate Professor, Dept.
of Botany and Bacteriology, Clemson
University; and Klauss Neubner, Director of Researcb for Park Seed Co. These
le·arned gentlemen have much to tell us
about the various fluores c ent tubes
available and the plants that will or
will not respond
successfully when
grown under them. Copies of this issue
of the bulletin are available from the
Society at fifty cents a copy. See
their advertisement in this issue.
Another comparative study is fully
reported by Ernest E. Heise in his article, "Experiment with Light," appearing in the July/August issue of the
Gloxinian. Copies of this publication
may be purchased from the American
Gloxinia and Gesneriad Society, Secretary, Mrs . Diantha Buell, Eastford,
Conn. 06242.
After reading these helpful reports
of r esearch projects , perhaps you will
be stimulated to organize and plan a
comparative study of your own . Your
experiments and the results would make
interesting reading in this column.
Let me hear from you about them.
My timer tells me that I had be s t
talk fast for the l ights are about to
g o off on the Gard en Lightly column f or
this month. I do wan t to thank a ll of
you for your notes and cards during my
recent hospital stay and convalescence.
They cer tainly brightened my dim spirits and brought the warm light of fellowship into my h e art. A very special
GLOWING thanks to each and all of you.

J OIN THE NEW SOC I ETY FOH THOSE ~10 GROW
UNDER LI GRT S . SEED FUND ! ROUND ROBINS !
LIBRARY! BULLETIN ! Six pi c ture and information filled issues per ye ar. Regular Membership - $4 . 00 per year. Contributing Membership - $6 . 00 per year
RECOMMENDED READING
Add $1, 00 to e ithe r for joint husband
and wi fe member ship with one copy of
Several articles have appeared in bulletin to be sent . INDOOR LIGHT GARrecent months that are of significance DENING SOCIETY OF AMERICA INC ., Mrs .
to the Garden Lightly rea der. It is . Robe r t Washbur n, Box 39, Chippewa Lake ,
Ohio 44 2 15 .
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Gesneriads Galore cont'd from page 19
A compact vine-type grower, that I
have enjoyed
has reddish-orange
flowers and also hails from Cornell,is
"Campus Gem."
An upright which has truly earned its
name is "Canary" with its bright yellow
flowers,
A he a vy bloomer which h as been a
great pleasure to grow is "Cornellian."
Its habit is upright while the flowers
are deep reddish-orange with a bright
yellow throat.
Another yellow that has bloomed nearly continuously in my benches first
came to me as a table favor in 1965 at
the American Gloxinia Society Convention. For us this plant has been of
trailing habit and propagated easily.
Everyone who sees this "Early Bird"
wants one.
"Joy" is a floriferous columnea which
trails. Its blooms are
orange -red,
"Katsura" is an exceptionally handsome
plant as the pale green leaves carry
irregular markings of paler streaks
which are outl ined in white. The flowers are produced hortizontally and are
a vibrant red.
In 1957 Lyndon Lyon produced "Lyndon
Lyon" which is upright growing with
small, dark-green leaves to contrast
with the colorful reddish-tone orange
flowers.
A new one for me, which has not had
time to bloom here yet, is "Red Arrow".
It is reported as being floriferous a~d
its trailing vines are meant to be 1n
heavy flower during the winter months
with red and yellow flowers.
One of the older hybrids, which I
find a nice columnea to grow, is "Stavanger" which came from Norway in 1949.
The long vines are handsomely accented
with red hairy flowers.
Another of the popular uprights is
"Tiogan" which was also created at Cornell University. The stems have red
hairs and bear small, narrow leaves.
The blooms are a pink with a yellow
cast,
"V. Covert", which is enjoyed by many
coluiiU1ea fans, is of branching ways and
produces orange-yellow buds which turn
into a bloom of a bright yellowishpink,
If you harvest your seed pods from
hybrids such as these I have mentioned,
you will not get plants exactly like
the parent plant though they could be
reasonably expected to share some of
the same characteristics.
Many of you will have enjoyed your
achimenes in full bloom by the time you
read this. Mine have been a riot of
colo·r . These interesting scaly rhi?.:ome
plants came to us originally from Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina.
I raise
some of mine in hanging baskets, while
I grow my newer and more choice varieties in pots since I have fewer of
these. If they are raised in individual pots, they should be pinched back,
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Some varieties are naturally quite
upright, while others are not and become rather vinelike. For those in
pots that persist in growing vinelike,
if I have a space problem, I simply
stake them. Many of you have enjoyed
growing such old favorites as "Master
Ingram" (a red) and ,"Purple King." Have
you seen any of the new ones just released this year yet? Some of them are
now coming into bloom here,
"Pink Lady", which is a variant form
of the species A. grandiflora,is one of
the more compact type growers. Its
pink flower with a white blotch and
dark red eye down in the throat will
certainly make you want to add it to
your collection. "Red Cap ," another
form of the species A, antirrhina, is
good for a hanging basket and has big
yellow flowers while the bright-green
leaves have a soft-white hairy covering, "Cornell Gem" is a hybrid cross
with handsome blue flowers. A new yelJow that was introduced , you will want
to add to your collection, is "Yellow
Mist."
I hope you remembered when you planted your achimenes that they prefer a
soil mix which is loose and contains
some fiber material. Good drainage is
a must with these summer friends , Do
not forget either, when you are growing
them, that they do not like to ge t too
dry or they will refuse to flowe r for
you. They enjoy some fertilizer regularly. When your achimenes go dormant
this autumn, be sure to store them in a
cool, dry place, Do not allow the pots
to dry completely as the rhizomes will
dry out too and fail to sprout again
next spring, They may also be removed
from their pots and stored in vermiculite or peat moss. Do not store them
where there is a danger of freezing
temperatures, With the winter months
close it is time to be thinking about
bringing in a supply of soil from outdoors if you use soil in your mix. When
you go to get your soil this year, be
sure to notice the plant life where you
are digging, Was the vegetation good
there? If not, it would not make good
soil for your potting mix. I take only
the top two or three inches when I
bring in soil, Do not forget the possibilities of dirt from along river
banks as there is often a nice siltlike loam in these areas, Be sure to
sterilize your soil you have gathered,
I put it in a big pan; add enough water
to moisten it; and bake it for an hour
in an oven which has been preheated to
275 degrees, The odor bothers you;
then you are not a true gardener, When
you see the soil on top of the pan caking and a steam coming off, your soil
is well sterilized, The soil should
be allowed to sit twenty-four hours before you use it for your plants, Incidentally, wetting your soil thoroughly will reduce the odor created while
it is baking.
Please remember to send me the names
of your favorite African Violets for
our list of the favorites of Ozark Garden growers.
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"OCTOBER HARVEST"

MARY LONG
Stratford,Iowa 50249
AMONG i'IY HOUSE PLANTS
Hi everyone: When you read this we
will all be carrying or have our Precious Plants in where they won't get
frosted. Since we've had some real hot
weather, everything is dry. The Dahalias are trying to pick up since we got
some much needed rain. I have two sun
flowers over 12 ft. high covered with
Heavenly Blue I•lorning Glories. They
were so pretty, I entered them in a Sun
flower Derby.
Cactus Pappy,
just before frost up
here in Oct., I dig the Sacred Lily
bulb up, cut top to about 10 to 12 in.
and set it to dry. It will bloom in
Feb. or March without dirt or water.
There are beautiful Sultana blooming,
Tuberous Begonias, 4 are red and white,
Picoties ,
Flowe ring
Maples, my tre e
cactus with two chartreuse flowers on
it, Begonias just a mass of flowers.
Button and Glory of Texas cacti blooming, a big red Hoya , the Episcias are
beautiful with
their
many colored
leaves and flowers of orange, yellow,
red, pink, and blue. Also the Bougainvillea from Loyce in Texas has been a
mass of red all summer. The Kahlerea
Longwood bloomed for me . It was such a
b~autiful flowe r , larger than the Episcis flower, it was red s peckled with
black.
Opal Stark, another flower and cacti
nut, gave me an orange varigated leaf
Sultana. It is supposed to have orange
blooms. I also have some new Begonias ,
Pustulata being one of them. At last I
have a Staghorn and Rabbit foot fern . I
don't know where to go with everything
when I start bringing in, but guess
I'll have to leave a path to ge t thru.
Well, must stop and se e to my bread.
All come over and have some ho't bread
and fresh homemade applebutter with me.
If any or all of you ever happen to
be close by, come and see me, and you
know my flower nut who lives n ext door ,
also Martha Larson just a fe w miles a~
~ay.
Irene you are a crackpot f or sure
lf I don 't h e ar pronto from you.
- 25 -

A tiny seed is planted and each one
in its own way produces its own kind.
The young spring blossoms bring forth
the summer yield. The ground is tilled,
the fruit is harvested by man and is
preserved by woman.
The basement bins, against the walls
of whitewashed stones, are piled high
above the brim with rosy-cheeked apples
and other garden produce. Before being
placed in the large potato bin, each
potato is sorted and carefully looked
over. Besides the yellow pumpkin and
squash, the turnip and cabbage are lying uncovered on the sanded ground.
The home-cured ham and sides of bacon
wrapped in brown paper or che esecloth,
hang from the old knotty beams. The
full pork .barrel stands in a nearby
corner, next to the vat of sauerkraut,
which is covered with a cloth, then a
board, and weighted down with a heavy
stone. Along the wall are the kegs of
salted down codfish and smoked herring.
The crocks of sausage and headcheese,
While the smell of brine and dill permeates from the pickle barrel.
The basement and pantry are completly
stocked. On the shelves rows of jelly
and jam, catsup and chile sauce, and
jars of pickles of all kinds can be
seen. Cucumber bread and butter pickles, sweet pickles, mustard pickles.
The jars of fruit. The crock of apple
butter, so long in its making.
In the attic, up the creaking stairs
are the drying tables, where long rows
of apple slices are cut for drying,
Bags of chestnuts, walnuts and hickory
nuts are stored away. Strings of red
pepper and peanuts hang from the rafters. The bunches of sage,
savory,
thyme and other herbs tied in small
bunches so the air can reach every part
to hasten their drying.
The wood shed is full. The logs are
cut for the fireplace. The hay, corn
and wheat is stored away. Man reaps
what he sows. OCTOBER'S BOUNTEOUS GOLDEN HARVEST.
Caroline Johnston
102-24 91st Ave.,
Richmond Hill, N.Y. 11418
SUBSCRIBE TO "CHATTER" - African Violet
magazine of African Violet Society of
Canada. 6 issues per year $ 2 .00. Sample copy 25 ¢. Please send to: MRS. LILIAN CARTLEDGE, Box 58-0G, Chippawa,Ont.
Canada.

HELPS AND HOBBIES: A variety magazine, printed monthly. Sample 25¢ .
Yrs. Sub . $1.50. Ads 2 ¢ per word .
Includes Statione ry Decorating,Recipes , Childrens & Teens page Puzzles, Patterns, Crafts , and many
more. MRS. REUBEN PETERSON , Har~ourt , Iowa . 50544 .

WILD FLOWERS
Wild Flowe rs on Gr and Mesa , Colora do
By Ge rtru de

Mc C ormick, D e l~ a, C olo ,

GRAND MESA PLANTS
Sometimes snow come s t o Grand Me sa,
Col o, in Sept., but I r emember one time
when we s kat ed on Twin Lake on Thanksgiving Day, So though the mesa may . now
have its first coat of winter cover1ng ,
I still remember the mushroom I gath-ered in late Aug ,
Autumn rains bring up these queer
plants. In late August, at the 10,200
foot altitude of Twin Lake, the bre e zes
through the pine trees have a chill
that forecasts winter. The temperature
daytimes hovers about 60 degrees. Mushrooms like the damp, cool weather.
As everyone knows
some mushrooms
are edible and some contain a deadly
poison. The poison of the Amanitas
phalloides called a tax-al-bumin is
found in rattlesnake poison and is the
dangerous element found in the diseases
of cholera and diphtheria. The Amani-tas family have the nicknames of "Death
Cup" and "Destroying Angel."
Mushrooms, ferns and lichens (li-kens
long i) are fungi (singular for fungus)
A definition states that fungi have no
ability to make leaf green {plant food)
they ripen no true seeds, but reproduce
by means of a dustlike powder c a lled
spores. Next time you pick a mushroom,
cut off the stem near the cap, place
the cap on a piece of white paper for a
dark one and a black paper ~or oi e with
white gills. Cover it with a water
glass and in a couple of hours you
will have a perfect print or design
showin~
how the spores grew on the
gills trays o f t i ssue under the cap.)
A green plant takes the element carbon fr om t h e a i r, hydrog en a n d oxygen
gas from water and compounds i t int o
wood, starch and sugar. Since f ungi
cannot make pla nt food they wi ll g row
only on l i ving or dead wood, decaying
l e aves or s imilar or gan i c mat te r . The
one cell ed spa rk of life, t h e spor e
fa l ls in humus and begins t o grow . As
t he p e ll s d i vide , long roo t-l ike masses
f orm c all e d my celium. Fr om these grow
t h e va rie t y of fern s a nd lichens and
mu s h r ooms . Fungi may be the mildew on
linens , t he mol d on fo ods, t he rust s
and s mu t on gr ain or t h e dry rot tha t
c rumbl e s our timber.
Part s of a mu shroom are the cap, the
umbrella like par t , the s t em or handle ,
the gil ls which radiate ou t ward from
the stem to the ou ter e dg e. Some varietie s have spore tubes instead of
gi lls a nd a r e called pore mushr ooms .
Th e· r i ng or v e il s h ows where the out e r
edge of the c ap br oke loo se f r om t he
s t em as i t g r ew a nd s pre ad out, Some
grow singly , o t hers i n g r oups . Some
even have no s t ems , s uch a s the puffball. The Coral wh ich l o oks somewhat
l i ke pink c aulif l owe r going to s e e d is
all stems . Th e pu f f ball of ten resembl es a whi t e e gg and is e dible whe n t he
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f l esh is firm a nd white, When the
puffball
g ets olde r t h e ins i des turn
to brown powder which are t h e spo r es. A
hole opens in the to p and a s que e ze
will send a br own cloud i n t o t h e air.
Mushrooms may be as small as a thumb
tack or as big as a basketba l l. The
t i ny Brownie Cap (Galera te n era ) hides
i n the g rass. The c a p l ooks like a
Chin e se c oolie hat . The parasol mushroom towers over the Brown Cap, sometimes having stems 20 inch es l on g and
caps seven inches across. Th e white
freckled cap has a brown knob at the
center a n d the stem has many fine
scales,
All the colors of the rainbow may be
found in mushrooms. The orange Chantere l le has a startli ng r ed-orange cap
and gills with white spores. The caps
tend to a f unnel shape. The f leshy
Russulas h a ve a smooth pink cap when
found, shading to a deep red later. A
white, reddish tinted stem, c ha l kwhite
gi lls and a t oothed edge may aid in identification.
One specimen I have found near Twin
Lake had bl ack warty protrusions extending upward from a tan and brown cap.
The tan and brown seem to be arranged
in circles. A hiker about to step over
a log and seeing a large "Scaly Urchin"
mushroom on the other side, said she
thought it was a coiled snake, The
Scaly Urchin has pores
instead of
gills. These brown t ubes have the feel
of velvet.
Oyster mushrooms grow like s h elves
on living trees. The clusters may have
white gills and spores. They are said
to taste like oysters. The Ink Caps,
glistening b e cause of shi ny scales,have
egg-shaped cap s tan in color a nd white
gills wh en they first appear. A day
later t he caps darken, bec ome ragged
look ing a n d by eve n ing me l t i nto a
mo i s t a n d sha peles s b lack me ss. The
resulti ng bl ac k liquid has been u sed as
ink. I found queer brown growths which
looked very much like very wrinkled
rubber, On e must be an e x pert to id entify the many, many k ind s of mushrooms and one should certa i nly be a n
expert before e ati n g any o f them , On e
s ource of material says beware of those
wi t h white gills . One source states
that some of the Amani t as are edible ,
Mos t of them a gre e t hat if a mushroom
ha s a r ing of ve il l i ke substance a b out
the stem below the cap a nd a large ba11
at the b o tt om of the s tem , calle d the
cup, it i s pois onous.
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Our f r ont cov er ph ot o is to the
c r e dit of Mr . A. Hin tenac h of 832
Oakmont Ave ., Eri e , Pa .
16505 ; a
commerc i a l
artist who s o g r ac i ou s l y
has l e t Ozar k Gardens copy h is origi na l
s ketches . You wi ll trea sur e
his work a s it appear s f rom time t o
t i me on t he cover of your Ozar k Gardens. I f you a ppr ec i a t e hi s work ,
drop him a n i ce l e tt er of app r ec i a tHin .

SUCWLENT PLANTS

Lester E. ~othstein, 290 Lenox
Ave., New York, N.Y.
The group of plants called "the cacti
and the other succulents"
provides
plenty of variety for the home grower,
as there are about 11,000 different
species of all shapes, sizes and colors, suitable for a wide range of growing conditions. The largest succulent
plant family is the cactus family, with
close to 3,500 species and varieties
thus far known. However, there are about 50 other families that are either
entirely suc culent or contain succulent
members, such as the lily, gourd,stonecrop, spurge and milkweed families; and
it is these that we will discuss in
this column.
Although many of these "other" suc~ulent
plants superficially resemble
cacti, they are not at all related but
simply grow under somewhat similar conditions. Whether a plant is or is not
a cactus is important not on1 y for accuracy's sake but for knowing how to
take care of it.
Succulent
("juicy") plants
have
rather spongy tissue enabling them to
store water when it's available, for
use in time of drought. Dissolved in
the often gluey pulp are the nutrients
needed for plant life. The plants may
have fleshy leaves, fleshy stems, or
both; or tuberous roots; or the stem
may have a sort of swollen base, called
a caudex (KAW-dex). Plants with such
caudices (KAW-dis-eeze)
are
called
caudiciform (kaw-DIS-si-form) and some
of the rarer and wierder kinds are becoming a great attraction for collectors.
Some succulents have no leaves at
all; others consist merely of two or
more fat leaves wi thout any stem to
speak of.
(A great trick would be a
stemless plant without leaves!) Considering that a large tree can transpire tlosB) perhaps 100 gallons of
water daily through the pores ~n its
leaves, we note that succulent plants
are equipped not only to store moisture
but to keep water loss to a minimum.
The ideal succulent would consist of a
globular body with roQts, for
this
~hape gives maximum vo~ume while expos~ng
a minimum of surface to the drying
sun and air. Some succulents
come
pretty close to that shape and are
greatly treasured by collectors; whereas, in the cacti, the globular form is
quite common.
Succulents generally
have thicker
skin and fewer pores (stoma ta-STOM-ahtah) than other plants. Since these
conditions and other physical factors
cut down their "breathing" as well as
their water loss, the plants' rate of
growth is slowed down. Many succulents
are covered with a whiti s h or bluish
~owder, called "bl oom", or a waxy coat~ng which loves
the intensity of the
sun's rays. Some plants have a chemical under their surface which filters
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the blazing sunlight ~efore it reaches
the chlorophyl deeper down.
Because succulents are found all over
the world, it is hard to generalize the
conditions they are used to. However,
it is probably fair to say that they
come from areas where there is either
little rainfall, or rain only around
a certain time of year, and these
plants are equipped to survive between
rains. Sometimes all they get
for
months is a little dew. Many need protection from the midday summer sun and
others need quite a bit of shade but
not deep shade. Bearing in mind that
there are also plenty of non-succulent
plants that manage to survive the same
tough conditions, we must conclude that
nature has two ways of "beating the
drought": either resist the drought, or
avoid it by storing water.
Succulents need rather rich,
but
loose, sand and porous soil so that
their roots are not continuously sopping wet and can't get oxygen. Contrary to popular belief, they need a
pretty good amount of water while they
are in active growth, usually during
our warm seasons. However, they need
less water or none at all while they
are resting, for they draw on what they
have stored ·. Low nitrogen fertilizer
is beneficial. Many of these plants
stand not only great heat but also a
lot of cold. There are many winter
hardy types that can survive below zero
temperatures, but the non hardy kinds
can handle less cold and then only if
they are kept dry. The best all-around
winter temperature for non hardy succulents in the home is 40 to 50 degrees; the combination of cold and dryness will force them to take a good
rest so that they will grow and bloom
when winter is over. They also need
plenty of fresh air (not drafts) to
"compensate" for their slower "breathing". The best place for succulents in
summer is outdoors: a good rain ,_ldoes
wonders for them. Many experts now
prefer plastic pots to clay. Clay pots
let the soil dry out too fast in summer
and the plants feeder roots burn up.
Plas tic pots give more protection and,
if the soil mixture isn ' t too "heavy",
it won't stay sopping wet. More plants
die from too much water than from too
little.
Succulents' flowers
are generally
small and not as showy as cactus flowers, but many are very good-looking.
The beauty of most succulents is mainly
in the plants themselves; but if a
plant flowers, it is probably mature
and in good shape . Succulents properly
cared for in the home usually look better than those in the wild because they
get food and water when needed and are
protected from animals and bad weather
so that they're not scarred , marred or
sunburned. But if they get too much
water, too little sun or light ,too:..muc.h
nitrogen and no cold and dry winter
rest , they will lo se their coloring and
characteristics and will get e tiolate~
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FLOWERS'N'
TIINGS
MARY BOATRIGHT
724 W.POPLAR
HARRISBURG,ILL.62946

I love the sunny cool days of October.
It is the most beautiful month in the
year here in southern Illinois, and the
most beautiful Autumns in the world our
travel posters boast. I can't say if
they exaggerate or not, not having seen
the whole world myself. Harrisburg is
the gateway to the magnificent Shawnee
hills, More and more tourists come each
year to enjoy the beauty of our many
colored wooded hills, others come to
slay the deer, as far as I am concerned
t h ese are not welcome but must be a~
cepted as we accept the thorn with the
roses. Our maples are purest gold, the
sumac are a burning red and enough evergreens and other muted colors to make
the scene one to be remembered the
whole year long. One lady told me she
had come here from Chicag o for seven
years just to make slides to enjoy until it was time to come back, and that
she discovered new beauty each fall.
I
didn't start out to write a travel lecture but I get carried away with October, even if it is farewell to summer.
Now that the terrible heat is past and
fall is upon us there is just a tinge
of regret at summers passing.
There is so much work to be done in
fall,
I never get it all done. Sometimes I just sit in the cool breeze and
"think about work" with no intentions
of doing it today, just thinking about
it. I believe we have lost the art of
" j ust-a-sittin".
Always
we flutter
from one task to another and never get
them all done anyway.
By now all house plants are inside
and its time to watch for the pests
t h at hatch out in the warm. close rooms.
I have found an easy way to get rid of
the mealy bugs. I set the infested
plant in a plastic bag , add two tablespoons moth flakes, fasten the bag and
leave over night. Repeat in a couple of
weeks if necessary. Bye for now.
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Tne photo above shows part of my Rose
Garden, it holds 80 Rose bushes. Also
planted in tulips that bloom and are
gone before the Roses leaf out, then
magic lillies add an extra bonus in mid
summer.

MY SHADED WILD FLOWER GARDEN
Here I have wild flowers and ferns,
with spring flowering bulbs between the
stepping stones that cover the ground.
Then when its time for house plants to
go outside, this becomes
the
house
plant garden.
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GARDENING AT THE FOOT OF THE ROCKIES
FLORENCE M. RODDY
with
1200 s . Forest St.
Denver, Colo. 80222
AUTUMN A TIME FOR REFLECTION
With late Sept . slowly drifting into
Octoher 's bright blue weather, the full
significances of Autumn becomes more
apparent with each new dawn. Here and
there a precoc ious clump
of Sumac
flaunts its sc arlet insigna, and the
mountains are draped with the haze of
phantom campfires.
The roadsides and gardens are ablaze
with Natures gaye st colors, yet the
crispness of the air and the snowcapped
peaks speaks their own messages. Yes,
it is Indian Summer Time at the Foot of
the Rockies, and its softness sifts
gent~
over the land with a lazy languor that engulfs man and beast alike.
Gardening is almost over for the
growing season and harvest time is
here. Harvest Time with its beautiful
harvest moon. Truly this is tn.e most
beautiful time of the year and the saddest, because now it is time for the
dedicated gardener to bid farewell to
his beloved garden as he starts preparation for the last harvest of vegetables, seeds, and bulbs then the final
task of putting it to bed for the long
winters rest.
Truly this is a time for reflection
and thought investment for the future
spring gardens. Yes, now is the time
to invest in Springtime beauty. This
can be purchased with a small amount of
time and money as only now can that
beautiful Autumn garden ritual, bulb
planting, be accomplished.
First the browsing through of the
brightly colored bulb catalogues, then
deciding on how many to buy for the
space that is available for them, and
there is never room enough for the many
that one would like to have.
Then as each small brown globe is
gently placed into Mother earth, one
visualizes the miracle that will come
forth when the Springtime sun begins to
warm the earth. For truly it is a miracle when we know that "only the Sun
and the hand of God, can summon the
flowers from beneath the sod."
Yes, all phases of gardening are what
we make them, we should never let any
part of it become an ordinary or humdrum chore. It is and can be fun, an
adventure into a new world where one
can experiment with Nature's miracles,
or a challenge to the individual to
learn the mysterious ways of Nature so
that it will work with you as a partner
not an enemy.
Gardening is good therapy for the one
that . is burdened with grief of just the
cares of daily living. As one learns
to work with Nature and watches it balance out, a se-nsing of the motivation
of all phases of life permeats the body
and mind, soothing and hea~ing as only
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Nature can, and does, i f given the opportunity t9 do so.
Nature brings one close to God as
Nature i~ God, one of His greatest
gifts to uankind. What would our life
be like wi~hout a part of it or would
there be li:.f"e here on ear-th without a
part of it? Th& blue of the sky above,
reflected in quiet waters of a meadow
pool, th& blessed warmth of the Sun in
golden sunshine, the cooling of a sudden Summer shower that refreshes the
verdant world of Nature.
These are only a part of His great
gift that m:ost peoples take for .granted
but not so the gardener, he is always
grateful for his patch of blue that the
sun traverses to entice
his earth
children to come forth to receive the
loving care that only he can give them.
Ah yes, this is our wonderful way of
life, our great gift from God. A garden is all of this to the dedicated
gardener as he goes about his labors of
love.
"GIFTS FROM MY GARDEN"
Every year I make up surprise packages of seeds from my garden. Flower
seeds, vegetable seeds, tree seeds,.and
cactus seeds. This is a real surprise
seed pack.
What friend or loved one would not be
delighted on a birthday, anniversary,
or any day to receive a gift of seeds.
Here are just a few of the seeds in
my surprise packages. Money Plant seed,
Texas Giant Sunflower, Staghorn Cactus,
Squaw Corn, Texas Wildflower mixture,
Pie Mellon, Osage Orange, Mesquite bean
tree seeds, Soap Yucca and on and on to
many to mention. I sell 5 packs for
25¢ and long,self addressed, stamped en
velope.
Mrs. D. Klassen,
Texas 76934.
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Box

277, Carlsbad,

BY-Mrs. Leila Davisson
9779 Ste. ,Rt. 4,
Mechanicsburg,Ohio 43044

I am not a member of a Garden Club
although I have been in the plant and
flower business for a number of years.
I mention this because it was a garden
club in this area that launched me on
this wonderful research of the use of
herbs. I grew a few herbs for my own
use and before long I was selling
plants to others who were interested,
At one ~f the local flower shows
ther.e was a small space that needed
filling and I was asked to put in a
small educational display of herbs. It
was on short notice but I managed to
get together about fifteen different
items. It attracted so much attention
that the President of the club made the
an~ouncement
that it was the best one
they had ever had.
About four weeks before t1me for the
County Fair I was again asked if I
could manag e a larger display for the
Fair. I was able to get together about
97 items by working overtime on this
pro j ect, I had many items that Fair
goers had neve-r seen before and needless to say, it attracted a lot of people. I wa& interviewed, photographed
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and written up in the county papers. I
was very proud and happy, especially
since my son and his family arrived
that week from California for their vacation. My grandaughter is in the picture with me.
This was the beginning of my speaking
to groups,which in turn led me straight
to the radio station for several programs and into the field of preparing
and demonstrating the use of herbs.
This activity had prompted me to do extensive research on the subject of
herbs, both for seasoning and for healing.
M summers are spent in raising,gathering, drying and packaging these delightful plants while winter is the
time for the concocting and testing
some of the things I have learned from
research. It is a pleasant and most
exciting hobby that add8 so much to the
good health of those in my household.
One of the greatest compliments I
have ever received was from my seven
year old nephew who says, "If you are
sick, I'll betcha Aunt Leila knows what
to do about it".
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1510 Kimberly Ave.
~
Anaheim, Calif. 92802

Certainly Begonias are
harvested!
All plants have a time for ripening or
maturing, it is natures plan. Since
Begonias are neither annuals nor perennials, harvesting goes on all the
time throughout the different areas of
the world. For most Ozark Gardens, the
lovely Tuberous Begonia bulbs have been
brought indoors and stored waiting for
life to begin anew in Fe.b. or March.
Those everblooming Semperflorens that
have been providing masses of color in
borders, window boxes and on porches
all summer have also provided you with
nice fat seed pods for harvesting.
Cuttings, leaves, rhizomes and divisions are all harvested from plants
grown too tall or large for winter
quarters indoors. Smaller Begonias in
containers are moved from outdoors to
indoors where some are allowed to gradually enter dormancy. Others to rest a
bit before the start of a new growth
cycle.
Instead of talking further about Begonias this month I would like to tell
you about some of the many things that
have happened since last month and the
wonderful people that became a part of
it all.
The last day of the Begonia Convention at New Kensington, Pa., I had the
pleasure of meeting and visiting with
our Editor of Ozark Gardens, Mr. and
Mrs. Leopold and part of their family.
They were very much in keeping with my
mental picture of them, warm, friendly,
and sincere people. We had so many
things to talk about and not enough
time. Also go t
to meet Mr. and Mrs.
Modic, our Rock Garden correspondant.
We never did ge t
to have our cup of
coffee, did we?
A day or two following, Mr. Gerald
Sausaman of Gardening Lightly, Mr. Robert Shatzer of Gesneriads Galore and
myself were involved in a car accident
near Carlisle, Pa., and while confined
in the hospital waiting for bones to
knit, I met Mrs. Margaret Finkey, a
flower in the Ozark Gardens membership.
Mrs. Lillian Warrell and Mrs. Lindsey
Line found time from their busy schedules to . come calling. The Carlisle
Garden Club, without a doubt, are a
group to be proud of and when their
members visit you in the hospital they
leave you with the feeling they came
because they wanted to see you. Their
y ear book program shows Begonias are a
part of the horticultural interest of
group. Mrs. Potter,your yard is
lthis
ovely.
Not only did I meet many wonderful
people, also found that the love of
Plants and g rowing things truly bring
together a Garden Magazine full of People as it says on the front cover of
our Ozark Gardens.
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Spiny Ridge cont'd from page 3
the amaranthus molten fire still defies
me!
It will soon be time to bring the
cacti inside, and I am trying to repot
as I find time. I was pleased to see
two new shoots on my Toumeya papyracantha, which had been sulking, and the
Sand Dollars are blooming.
Please,if any of ~ou receive a cactus
seed chain letter, do not send me one,
as I have had three, and writing that
many letters gets to be a chore. The
only seed I would like at present is of
African succulents so rare that they
would probably not be sent.
My sedums are still beautiful. I enjoyed Mrs. Johnson's article about them
in the Sept. OG. Does anyone have a
low-growing one with round ·lec..ves variegated pink, green, and cream? A hor~
rid something-or-other nipped mine off,
and it did not recover.
Be sure to ease off on watering your
cacti; in fact, from now on they should
not be watered at all unless they begin
to shrivel. If they grow during the
winter, they will not bloom next summer.
I am sorry to end this column on a
note of sadness, but I must tell you
that Verda Cox passed away last week. I
am sure there are many among the present OG readers who remember Verda as
the publisher of one of the first "little" flower periodicals-"Back to Eden."
She was a wonderful person, of great
religious faith. She was buried at her
old home cemetary, near De Queen, Ark.
DOLPHIN EYE DROPS
I was surprised and thrilled by Dr .
Sanders' fine recommendation of Dolphin
Eye Drops, in the Sept. issue of OG.
Coming from an authority like Dr. Sanders, this comment means a great deal.
There is nothing I can add to it except
to say that letters I receive almost
daily from persons who are reordering
certainly substantiate what he said and
what I have found to be true in using
these healing drops. Be ready for the
long hours of artificial light thi s
winter by sending $ 2 . 50 for a generous
bottle. If you are a new user, write
me your honest opinion of their effect.
To the writer of the best letter I will
send another bottle free. Order from
Edith Bestard, R.1, Eureka , Springs, Ark
72632.

*************************************
COUNTRY WORLD
The magazine of Small Town America
featuring flowers, gardenine , nature
and "Martha Hoffman Seed Exchang e "
Sample 30¢ ; $1 . 50 per year . R2 ,Box
100G, Carmi , Ill . 62821
*******~********************** * ******
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"SAY IT WITH ••• II
Dr. John Bechtel, M.B.H.U.
P.O.Box 5168
Kowloon, HONGKONG
Most of the readers of Ozark Gardens
will naturally complete the above heading by saying: "Say it with flowers,"
because this has been the watch-word
for many florists in the United States.
And all readers will agree that there
is perhaps no better way of sending
greetings, best wishes, condolences or
many other messages than by the use of
flowers. Flowers in their purity and
fragrance convey a peace, a blessing, a
comfort hard to be duplicated in any
other way.
However, for this "Harvest Issue" of
Ozark Gardens I have another heading in
mind--"SAY IT WITH PUPPETS!" Having
lived the greater part of my life in
the Orient, I have naturally become interested in things Oriental. From experience I have found that both Chinese
and Japanese have a very interes ting
and instruc tive way of conveying messages to others--the one that has intrigued me is PUPPETS.
There can be no question in our minds
that we are living in an age of Hobbies. Pastime or leisure time activities that range all the way from post age stamps, matchbox labels, stones ,
complicated miniature railroads, a nd
some people even seem to be intent on
collecting souveni ers from the Beetles!
But the Puppet Hobby, if properly pursued, can result in amusement benefit,
not only to the puppeteer himself but
to others, both young and old. In
these days when appeals are being made
for volunteer s to assist the handicapped or mentally retarded children,or
other afflicted groups , it is wonderful
to be able to manipulate puppets and
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thus bring rays of sunshine into the
lives of those less fortunate than ourselves. Furthermore, it is not necessary to be a ventriloquist, nor a
manipulator of marionettes to "put on"
a puppet show, just a limited amount of
know-how is necessary.
I hope by this time that I have managed to convince so!!!~ of the readers of
Ozark Gardens the feasibility of venturing forth into the hobby of puppets.
In a future column, if the Editor so
desires, I will present a detailed account of the history of Oriental puppetry, but meanwhile here's a simple
Chinese puppet play that interested
readers may "put on" in the form of
their debut in the art of puppetry.
Name: "EVERY HA.RDSHIP NAY BE A BLESSING
-IN DISGUISE"
Characters : Mr. and Mrs. Wong
Their horse, "White Beauty"
Their son, "Little Wong"
(To make the members of the Wong Family
you will need the heads of three dolls.
For the bodies, use an old sock or an
old canvas work glove. The head is
sewed on to the sock or glove. Do not
be too concerned about the puppets as
you will be standing at a distance from
your audience. Make a horse's head out
of white cloth or cut a white sock,
making ears and stuff the head with
cotton. Small buttons for eyes. Strip
of shoelace for a bridle. Use an old
cardboard toilet tissue roll to act as
a neck and hold up the head of "White
Beauty," Stick your index finger in
the toilet roll and manipulate the head
of the horse.)
The Sto ry: Once upon a time in old China there was an old-fashioned family
by the name of Wong. Mr. Wong, Mrs.
Wong, and Little Wong, their son. Because it was a long time ago, both Mr.
Wong and his son had pigtails down
their backs. Nr. Wong had a long pigtail and Little Wong had a short pigtail. Of course Chinese todav do not
wear pigtails , but in those days they
did. Mother Wong had bound feet. Because the Chinese of that time felt
that a woman should have small feet,
they made it a practice to bind the
feet of their little girls . The reason
they did this was because a Chinese woman was not supposed to work in their
fields nor in their homes. If a Chinese woman of long ago had big feet it
meant that she had to work,and this
was a disgrace. Of course, the Chinese
do not do this any more, but they did
in times long ago.
Mr. and Hrs. Wong and their son lived
in a very nice house.
(Get a box from
the Supermarket or the A&P and make it
look like a room in their house.) One
day 1'1r. and Mrs . Wong were sea ted in
their house drinking a cup of tea . (Say
something about how the Chinese like to
drink tea. Explain that there are many
different kinds of tea in China. Look
up the August issue of Ozark Gardens
and see how many different kinds of tea
are listed on page 35 . Make a joke a-
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cont'd on page 33

Dr. Bechtel cont'd
bout how we Americans drink Seven-Up,
Coca Cola, Mountain Dew, and many other
kinds of " pop", but that the Chinese of
that day drank tea, but many different
kinds . Don't be afraid t o make your
audience laugh.)
While they were seated in the house
drinking tea, Mr . Wong was talking to
his wife about their horse , "White
Beauty ." He was te ll ing his wife about
what a wonderful horse White Beauty was.
(See how many of your audience remember
the story of "Black Beauty", and make a
few comparisons. If they don't know
the story of "Black Beauty" just make a
few remarks and continue the story of
White Beauty.) Suddenly there is a
loud knock· at the door. Lit tle Wong
comes in with the sad news that their
horse, White Beauty has disappeared,
When Mrs. Wong heard the startling news
she started t o blame her husband and
her son for the loss of the animal.
They must have been careless, etc. But
Mr. Wong was very different from his
wife. He did not blame his son, but
said with a smile: "Every hardship may
be a blessing in di sguise ." His wife
replied: "How c ould the loss of their
horse be a blessing in disguise." She
was very angry. She stamped her feet
and started to weep and wail! Their
valuable horse was gone, lost, strayed
or stolen, and all her husband could
say was: "It may be a blessing in disguise !" (Use your hand to make Mrs.
Wong walk back and forth. Toss her
head back and forth.) Just as she was
reaching the height of her anger and
dismay, suddenly there is the whinny of
a horse. Quickly Mr. Wong rushes to
the side of the room and looks out.
With a cry of victory he shouts out:
"There's White Beauty and he
has
brought another horse with him!" Mr.
Wong claps his hands (Bring your fingers toge ther.) "I told you so, every
hardship may be a bles s ing in disguise.
Now we have two horses instead of one!"
(White Beauty pokes his h ead into the
ro om or comes out from behind the house
and makes a loud whinny . Make a shrill
neigh in your throat. Then ask the
audience if they know what White Beauty
is saying in horse language? If they
don't answer explain that White Beauty
is merely saying in horse language what
Mr. Wong said in Chinese--"EVERY HARDSHIP MAY BE A BLESSING IN DISGUISE."
Some time later Mr. and Mrs. Wong
were seated in their home drinking tea.
(See if anyone can remember the names
of some of the teas that they had be en
drinking before. I ntroduce a bit of
humor wheneve r possible . If you can
get a thimble or a small cup use it in
the ~and of Mr. Wong.) Suddenly they
hear crying outside. They als o hear
White Beauty neighing as if he were
crying . f'ilake an odd gurgle in your

"He's not heavy, he is my Brother"
throat. Mr: Wong explains that White
Beauty is talking in horse language. He
is saying, "I'm sorry! I'm sorry you
fell off my back!" Then they get the
sad news that their s on, Littl e Wong
has fallen off the back of their horse.
Furthermore, he had broken his arm and
smashed it so badly that he had to have
it amputated! Again Mr. Wong says ,
"Every Lirdship may be a ble ss ing in
disguise." Both Mrs. Wong and Little
Wong are very angry with Mr. Wong. How
could the loss of an arm be a blessing .
Why even the horse, White Beauty, fel t
that her owner, Mr. Wong was wrong . Although Mr. Wong felt very sorry for his
son and would gladly have had his own
arm cut off instead of his son being
made a cripple, yet he felt that there
still might be a blessing in the accident.
A few years later when Lit t le Wong
was a young man, Mr. vlong and his wife
were ~eated in their home . They were
(What do you think they were doing?)
DRINKING TEA. Suddenly the re was the
sound of a Chinese bugle.
(Make the
sound of a horn or borrow a child's
horn.) Mr. Wong got up and walked t o
the door. There were s ome
Chinese
soldiers outside. War had been declared. All young men had to join the
army and f i ght. The soldiers had come
to take Little Wong because he was just
the right age to be a soldie r.
Then Mr. Wong explained that his son
only had one arm ! The c aptain of the
soldiers then said that if he only had
one arm Little Wong would not be any
use as a soldier. He was exempted. All
the soldiers of the army in which Little Wong would have served were killed
in battle. Only Little Wong ' s life was
spared because h e had lost an arm when
he had fallen off White Beauty's back .
Mr. and Mrs. Wong and their son Little Wong lived happily ever after. Every afternoon they would gather
in
their ~orne.
(What do you think they
would d o? That's right, they would
drink tea! What kind of tea did they
drink?) And every day Mr. Wong would
r emind his wife and son , " EVERY HARDSHIP MAY BE A BLESSING IN DISGUISE."

(C U R T A I N)
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'1T SEEMS TO ME"
Ethlyn E. Goff
P.O.Box 923
Dos Palos, Calif. 93620
When we think of Harvest we think
only of baskets of tempting fruits
bursting with the rich sweetness of
full maturity, and of granaries overflowing with golden grain. Or we enVlsion row on row of jars filled with
succulent and colorful fruit or pickles
or vegetables. In our minds eye we may
see the Haloween picture that
for
years on end has been used in some way
at the end of the year. That of the
shocks of corn with the pumpkins piled
along side. Without more thought we
accept this as "Harvest."
It is odd how one word will immediately bring to us a mental picture of
some experience we have had. To each
it is a different one and usually goes
back to childhood. To me the word Harvest quickly brings two things into my
mind, One is a very real but undescribable "smell" of fall as I walked to
school in Sept, It was in Eastern
Kansas so I'm sure it must have been a
subtle blending of ripening grapes,both
wild and Concord, of wheat and corn
shocks. The drying process of weeds,
grasses and flowers. I shall, in all
probability, never smell it again, but
if I should I'll know, even with my
eyes shut, it's Fall,
The second of the two I mentioned is
a mental picture of my Moms cellar. I
can still see the stone crocks on the
bench just inside the door. One full
of spiced peaches, one of watermelon
perserves, one of spiced and jellied
crab apples, another of sugared persimmons. There was one of sauerkraut,
another of hominy and all were flanked
by those full of pickles, Beyond these
were the larger stone jars full of
"fried down" meat covered with rendered
lard, The cracklings and fat round
cheeses in their mosquito netting covers hung from the rafters along with
links of sausages, hams and bacon and
sacks of dried corn and apples or
peaches. Barrels of apples shared one
side with the piles of pumpkins and
squash and bins of potatoes. Above was
the rows and rows of canned pickles or
perserves and jellies or fruit and vegetables. The carrots and
cabbage s,
parsnips and turnips were in their own
straw covered trench just outside the
cellar door. I wonder, is there any
place now where there are cellars such
as I remember and are there barefo o .
boys and pig tailed girls who still
have the pleasure, and usually the persimmon, to dip into the peaches or crab
apples or watermelon perserves so long
as the plate used for a covering is
replaces? Does a
big
fat
pickle
filched from a stone jar still taste as
good when savored in the middle of the
afternoon from a slow moving swing under a leafy tree? Are there any families now who so carefully plan for win•
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ter and store so that they may eat well
does all just "scoot" to the nearest
super market when the larder gets low?
Are there families who yet plan and enjoy a Saturday outing in the woods to
gather nuts and winter bouquets of
dried grasses and colored leaves and
Bittersweet? If there are, enjoy it
and count your blessings for it may not
last! I'm not sure what the word Harvest would mean to my children. The
push and hustle of modern living, the
roar and distruction of bull dozers,the
making of highways and dams have robbed
them of memories such as I carry.
It is fun, this thinking of the past
and perhaps a bit over glamorized, We
forget, or as children did not realize,
the work and worry envolved, the fear
of a bad season and so a hungry hard
winter. We have a tendency to see only
the good and leave out the bad, Is
there a Garden Biddie who really envisions the bugs and worms, the grass and
weeds, the watering and hoeing, the
neighbors breechy heifers or an obstreperous old sow and her litter, when she
settles down with the enticing colorful
seed catalogues in the early Spring?
If we modern Garden Bidd ies do not
have to raise food so that our brood
can eat and grow, why then do we garden
and what is our harvest? We have one
answer in the above question, we do not
HAVE to from necessity. If we are tired or don't feel well or it's too hot,
we can relax. We only do it when and
as we choose. We have the time to
pause and enjoy the little tattle tale
breezes with their whispers of fragranc es from opening flowers or the muted
stir of growing things , the joy of bird
song , The time to study and enjoy the
life of the wee ones, the denizens of
every garden, We can watch the trials
and tribulations of the ant or toad or
spider and joy of all joys if we have
wee ones of our own to share our snooping! We can never be quite the same
after we have knelt on a garden path
and chuckled with a small grandson over
OD
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MADALENE MODIC
Rt. 1, Box 162
Sewickley, Pa.
As you read this it will be October
and our thoughts will mainly be concerned with mulching and get ting the
rock garden ready for its long winters
rest. Be careful of what you use in
mulching. Use nothing that will pack.
Oak leaves are the best.
If you
have
a woodland garden the cyclamen
will
be
blooming
now.
They are real
miniatures
of
the
floristf3
type
in pink
and white. After
the fall
flowers
have
faded I think
one really appreciates
the
woodland
garden. The ferns
are at
their
X>eak. The ivy
tHedera)
l.S
glossy green as
it rambles over a slope. I did not know
there were so many hardy ivys till this
spring when I ~eceived 3 as gifts.
Hedera helix conglomarata has small
crinkly leaves and I think it will be
.3low in making new growth. I lost the
Jther two tags. The one has a heart
shaped leaf and may be Hedera colchia.
The other one may be Hedera helix Meageri as it has deep cut leaves.
The Vinca minor has woven a deep
green mat over the lower slope and it
is truly beautiful where one has room
for it to roam,
Now
is the
time to plant
the
little
bulbs.
The
place for them
should
have
been
marked
during
the
spring and summer weeding or
you may dig into bulbs
already
planted
before, I love
crocus,
they
are so easy and
they love the
sun, they even
appreciate
a
little
bone
meal worked into the soil. The crocus species do
better on a leaner soil, If a heavy
soil, add some sand. I have seen directions saying to plant crocus two inches deep, but· it is bet.ter to plant
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them four inches deep. So many times
the little corms work out of such shallow planting. They come up just as
well from the deeper planting.
I always call galanthus the snowflake
as it spr eads its three petals out like
a 3nowflake. The snowflake l i sted in
catalogues is Leuconum and to me it is
a snowdrop with its nodding bells . Galanthus often blooms just above the snow
trying to be first in announci.ng spring
is here.
Eranthis
Hyemalis,
the winter aconite
I
have also
bought it
a
few
times and
still do
not have.
They arrive
as
shriveled
up little
tubers. I
have been
told
to
put them
in moist
peat moss
for a week to plump up and then plant
where they will have some shade during
the hot summer months,
In talking about the most important
little bulbs for spring, my friends say
the muscari ( grape hyacinth), There is
nothing so inexpensive or so s triking
in drifts , Iris Danfordiae and Iris
Reticulata cantab are
rock
garden
plants of great be auty. Scilla siberica, a beautiful blue, that is often
called a quill by the poets. Another
favorite of mine are the chi onodoxa ,the
glory of
the snow,
Anemone
blanda in
its deep
blue form
is a must
for ones
spring
garden.
They
do
well in a
gritty
soil
in
full sun.
I
am
slowly
acquiring
a collection
of
our native Erythroniums. They do not
like to be disturbed. After bringing
them from their woodland home to my
woodland garden it takes two or three
years before they decide to bloom.
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BOOK

BOOKS
PIONEER REMEDY BOOK (500
EUPHORBIAS
useful herbs, flowers for Euphorbias 6 for $5 plus
health , salves,
wines( 75¢ postage. All differsachets, dyes. Recipes . ) ent, my choice all labSend $1 HUTCRAFT , High eled. No shipping in Jan.
Point , N. C. 27262
and Feb, ALMA'S CACTUS
~----~--------------------1 SHOP, Brady Route, Mason,
Tex. 76856

GARDEN PLANTS

FLOWER DELIGHTS
Ifafa
Lilies: (Cyrtan-thus ) :
White,
Saffron
Yellow, Yellow, each 25¢
Mars
Or ange,
Mandarin
Re d, Orpiment Orange , Canary
Ye llow,
Tangerine
Orange, Vermilion Nastur~-------------------------itium Re d, each 35¢ . All
BROMELIADS
CAC TI
ten $2 . 80 Jasper Red 75¢,
Bromeliads,
Bractata, Many potted
cac~ i and .Fire Red $1. Sanguineus
Luddemanniana, Maginali,
suc c ulents . Also seeds of $1, William Henry $2. All
Billbergia's Pyramidalis ,
the winter hardy cacti four $4.25.
Zeberina $1.50 ea. Mini- and some yucca. KARR KAC- Oxblood Lilies (Rhodopmum order $5.00 75¢ post- TUS , P . O. Box 615 , Canon hials(: bi£ida 35¢, Xage. Stamped envelope f~r City, Colo . 81 212
huntiana unflowered 50¢ ,
price
list.
FERNER S ~--~----------------------~ currant Red 75¢, Spirea
GREENHOUSE, 302 E. SouthRed $1 •
cross, San Antonio, Tex.
Rain Lilies (Habranthus):
78214
brachyandrus 25¢ . Ander~~~--------------------__, MAIL BOX SEEDS ~ Shirley s onii Cupreus or rosea;
BROMELIADS
Morgan, 2042 Enc1nal Ave. Car denas iara;
r obustus
BRor·:F.LIADS: These inter- Alameda,
Calif.
Rare , alekii, metiae· or t auberesting relatives of the seeds .
Begonias, Gesne- tii; Xfloryi or Xsparkpin eappl e are
be c oming riads,
Ferns,
Herbs, lmannii, each 50¢ All nine
popular as housepla nts. Shrubs,
Peppers , Trees, · $ 3 • 80 •
In warm areas they grow Bible Plants, Seed Fold- Amaryllis Lilies: evanin s hade outdoors . From ers, Booklets~ Se~d twc siae $3, pardina $3,strimy large stock of plants, dimes for pr1c~ l1st ~nd ata $1, Senor ita $1 All
l1si l four $7.
Handling 60¢
I offer for sale: Sample 3 dimes for. pr1ce
bromeliad plant,
$1 . 50 and packe t m1xed seeds.
!Order anytime of ye ar.
p pd . 3 different $3 . 25 . 6
- -ALEK KORSAKOFF, 7634 Oryoung plants , $5 . 50 . My
SEEDS
iole st ., Jacksonville ,
selection , labeled. Send 1966 Poppy seeds: Plant Fla . 32208
dime for NEW list . MRS. fall or winter .
Large L,:....:..:::...:_~------------------
AL BURT , P . O. Box 776, double blossoms. Snowhite
Jupi ter, Fla . 33458
dark red,
and
pretty
RARE PLANTS
~-:------------------------~mixed colors. Teaspoonful LOOK ! Hundreds of Rare
BROMELIADS
25¢ three teaspoons 50¢. and unusual plants like
Bromeliads:
Quesnelia Bonus seeds for stamp. Bull- Horn trees,
Pink
liboniana ,
Crystbergia MRS. OUIDA PARSONS, Te- Plumbago, Red Yucca and
Xrubia, $1 ea . Aechmea: cumseh, Okla .
Giant Tropic al Yam . De schantini i ,
fosteriana , ~---------------------------; cr iptive price list for
mamorat a , $3 ea . Royal PLANT AND SEED LIST-Send a stamp. MYERS PLANT CO .,
Wine, $2 .75, fasciata $2. stamped env. for list of Cleburne, Tex . 76031
MRS . BEVERLY SILAY , 1100 seeds and plants available
Wynnewood Dr., West Palm this fall . Edith Bes tard,
~B~e~a~c~h~:,~F~l~a~·~3~3~4~0~6~------~~ . 1 , Eureka Springs , Ark . FOR ROCK GARDENS -Dwarf
conif ers , Sedums . Wri te
for l i st . SLEEPY HOLLOW
FARM NURSERY , R. D. 1, Baden
Pa . 15005
'

BROMELIADS

fLQW£R SEEDS

CACTUS,

NEW CACTI SEED List now
available free : enclose
10 ¢ and
receive large
pk t. of commercially out
dated Cacti and Succulen t
seed mix . CACTI SEED CO .
P . O. Box 162 , Toronto 9
Canada .

l GARDE

PLANTS

VIOLETS
Fragrant Violets - 3 Le
Lilas, lilac wi th whi te
center-3 Mammoth , purest
white, 3
American Red
Beauty, luminous velvet
$3.
Po s tpaid . Bulletin
CAPI TOLA VIOLET GARDENS,
3645 Gross Rd .,
Santa
Cruz, Calif . 95060

ROSES
Selling out rose bushes
at less than cost; have
Moss, Fern-leaf , shrub ,
Burr. Cabbage Roses etc.
Typed list for stamped
envelope.
GLADYS CUPP ,
Rt . 1 , Mars 35 5 , Nipomo ,
Calif . 93444

MISCELLANEOUS MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSIFIED

UNUSUAL_
HOUSE PLANTS

DOLL CLOTHES for sale,all
rsizes· Stamp for list.
MRS. V. FAGAN, 119 Albany
Ave., Amityville, L.I.,
N.Y. 11701

CHRISTMAS ITEMS
Christmas calendars and
stationery decorated with
HOUSE PLANTS
postage stamps, tatting
Begonias, bromeliads,orand hand drawing. Calenchids. Price list on re- ANTIQUING OR PORCELINI- dars 25¢ plus stamped enquest. PAUL P. LOWE,23045 ZING
flowers, complete -velope. List included for
S.W. 123 Rd. , Goulds,Fla. instructions
35¢
and 200 bird and flower de33170
stamped envelope:
signs on stationery. Oth.:::..:.:....:....:....:....__________----1 RECIPE for making Potpou- er Christmas items. List
UNUSUAL HOUSE PLANTS
rii from Rose leaves, 25¢ for stamped envelope. H.
Rex begonias 9 different and
stamped
envelope:
HOUSEMAN, 2409 Simpson,
labeled plants, $5;
3 PAULINE BATEMAN, Dickens,
Evanston, Ill.
different hoyas, $ 1 .?5; Texas 79229
large plants notch leaf
philodendron selloum $1;
SAGE
ferns (3 kinds), rosebud Home grown leaf sage l THE COMPLETE INDOOR Light
geraniums,
miniature bl. $1 postpaid. WILLIAM ~arden! "Add - a -shelf"
palms, Christmas cactus STUMPFF FARM, 57 Cody St. Plant Grower. Send today
50¢ each; houseplant cut- Shawnee, Kan .
for free literature. NEAS
tings 15 labeled or 25
.GROWERS SUPPLY, Box 8773,
unlabeled $1.50;
falll----~-=-~'1 Greenville,
South Carosurplus flowers, 12 nice
lina 29604
rooted plants and 12 cut- TRADE: IRIS, daffodils,J-----------------------tings, all labeled $5.
daylilies: Have hundreds
Postage 25¢ on $1, 15¢ different of each or othZIP CODE DIRECTORY : You
each additional $1 . Stamp er perennials
for old
for list 500 kinds of china, glass, dolls, pos- can be sure of faster
mail delivery when you
houseplants. MARY WALTON ,
tal cards, etc.: EMMA'S ZIP code all mail. This
311 So. Center Dr., ''lest POSY PATCH, Rt.1, Dittmer
new ZIP code directory
Memphis, Ark . 72301
Mo . 63023
covers all 50 states ,plus
U.S. possessions with ov- .
UNUSUAL HOUSE PLANTS
FOR SALE, 105 Hot Rod
Bromeliads-Neoregelia hy- books 1959-1960-1 96 1-1962 er 35 , 000 listings. Special rate to Church Groups
brids, Monstera cuttings,
to highest offer: Stamp for fund raising. Order
Mexican Hurricane Plant.
pl ease : EMMA'S HWY . 30, yours today, send only
Other Exotic tropicals.
Rt . 1, Dittmer, Mo. 63023
$1 . 00 to: A. PIRELLO,P.O.
Send stamped envelope for
Box 1066 , Dept. OG-101,
NEW list each month. SenErie, Pa. 16512
sational offers at $1 ea.
P.P. Potting instructions
SWAP
. Swap-Have large collec- SONG l yrics professionincluded. HEINLAIN, 1939 5 tion of beautiful jewelry ally ~evised or rewritten
S .W. 248th St ., Homestead
earrings, pins, bracelets in modern patterns, ready
. Fla. 33030
for a melody $ 2 Three $5 •
Want started cacti or I- stamp. Also will trade
WANDERING JEW cuttings, 18 ris, or make offer. MRS.
plants,
different labeled and post !l..J. McGuiness, 22 Glen- Geranium house
rose
paid , $2 .25 MARY BOATRIGHT dale St., Worcester, Mass cuttings, plants,
cuttings , Iris, Mums for
724 W. Poplar , Harrisb~rg , 01602
S&H stamps,
handwork .
Ill. 6294fi
CUPP'S LYR-SERVICE, Rt.1,
Mars 355, Nipomo, Calif.
HOUSE PLANTS
Hoya
compacta curly SWAP-IRIS , daffodils,day- 93444
leaves wavy edges . Pink lilies, other perennials
RUGS
flowers $1 postage 35¢ . for old items such as Chi- · Doll h ouse
rug s , cro1
FONTCUBERTA S,5580 Wood-- ..pa glassware dolls, before che·ted. Wonderful gifts
lawn Pl., New Orleans ,La. 1940 postal cards . MRS. for little girls . 50¢ and
OSCAR FICKEN , Rt. 1 , Di tt- stamped env elope.
EDNA
mer, _Mo. 63023
JOHN, 1481 "D" SpringTROPICAL PLANTS
field, Ore . 97447
Aloe vera, confusa, 55¢
DEAR LETTER, go upon your
ea. Sanservaria Bantels
Sensation $1, Kirkii 55¢ BEAUTIFUL CHINESE BANANA way • etc •.. , gumme d enveseals , 250 / $1.00.
Siderasis fusciata 80¢.
(Musa Cavendish ) compact i~~ PRINT,
Landrum, S .C.
MRS. BEVERLY SILAY, 1100 · grower, heavy trunk $3.50
2935 6
Wynnewood Dr., West Palm Hybrid Dutch. Meade ~mar- #::2...!.~~~--------Beach, Fla. 33406
yllis bulbs m1xed, plnks, HARRIETT'S needlework and
corals , flamingos, reds, lace
instruction, pre.....,..====:-::===--:;.:·;:;
--======..._....=_~
- :. candy stripes 20/$ 1.00. serve and pickle recipes ,
i Blooming size 5/$1 . 25 ppd nature study . Sa mple 25¢ .
SULENS
NURSERY ,
Rt.1, 6 1ssues $1.00. BOX 20796
~eesb~rg , Fla. 32748
~ Los Ange les , Calif . 90006

SWAP
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BARGAIN COLUMN

MISCELLANEOUS

LOOK WHAT a "D" cell catalyst will do for you. "D"
POTPOURII
cell catalyst purifies wa- Aunty Flo's old fashion
ter and charges it with Potpourii. 1 cup $1. 1 25 plants $1
Postpaid,
white light energy. One pt. $2 plus 25¢ postage Straight or Mixed. Lily
no. 2 white catalyst will for cup or pt. Sachets of the Valley, Jerusalem
charge many gallons of tap ll 50¢ each 5 for $2 Sample Artichoke Liatris, Coreowater for drinking, treat- 35¢ No orders after Nov. psis,
Canterbury Bell,
ing seeds before planting, 1. MRS. FLORA M. STROUSE, Chinese germander, Soapor watering plants. Just P.O. Box 295,
Wofford wort, Catnip, Spearmint,
drop the "D" cell catalyst 1 Hts., Calif. 93285
Wild geranium, Daisy,Wild
into a gallon jug of tap
Strawberry, Bunch Flower,
water or well water. After
Yarrow. D. WEIGAND, Wan24 hrs. it is ready to AMAZING, unique publica- toma, Wis. R.3 54982
use. When the water is t tion for women.
Dime
used' refill and start ov- brings sample copy and 1-------------er again. One testimonial: subscription rates. JOHN- Pedal Pushers, shorts for
I have been using ·your STON, 12 4° S. Ohio Ave.,- teen dolls, Barbie etc.
Kokomo, Ind. 46901
catalysts on my s h rub sand ~~~~~~~~~~----;25¢
ppd. MRS. V. FAGAN,
flowers and feel they are
119 Albany Ave., Amitydoing a lot of good. My
STATIONERY
ville, L.I., NY 11701
roses are thriving and I 18 notes decorated with~------------
have never had many blos- seals $1 MARY RHODES,1045 SPECIAL- Red, White
or
soms on my hibiscus, the Underhill s.w.,
Grand pink Peonies;
double
plants are all dark green Rapids, Mich. 49503
shaded pink rose or pink
and healthy looking. I am
Flowering Almond; 50¢ ea.
very much pleased. Unquote
plus 20¢ postage. MRS.
Try making coffee or tea
f)
OTTO WIESE, Ortonville,
with the cell water, ever,
f-alronize
· Minn. 56278
ice cubes. Wonderful for
washing all vegetables beSPECIAL-$1 4 Tiger lil-ies; 3 red Russian lilfore placing in refrig~ra
ies; 3 Enchantment li~ies
tor. $'1 • 00 each or 3
for
or 3 red Giant Sept. Ev$2.50. HILARY M. DOREY, 12
erbearing
raspberries.
Arnold Ave., Dept.Z, NewMRS. OTTO WIESE, Ortonport, R.I. 02840
ville, Minn. 56278

Our

NOTICE
A new display ad rate is
now in effect for Ozark
Gardens. Display ads are
cut in half until further
notice. Display ad rate
is $2.50 per column inch,
this is a 3 inch column.
Discounts are given on
'larger Display ads,please
contact the Editor for
complete discount rates.
The deadline for display
ads is the 5th of the
month preceding publication. Camera ready copy
appreciated.
Classified Deadline, 15tt

ADVERTISING

RATES
Classified ads
are as
follows 5¢ per word. NOTICE 3 times for the price
of 2 until further notice, add copy cannot be
changed.

BARGAIN COLUMN

SPECIAL-3 for $1 Reistern
Daisy; Pyrethrum; Maltese
Cross; Hosea Sage; lavender Monarda; white Phlox;
Anthemis;
Blue
Hosta;
Peachbell Campanula. MRS.
OTTO WIESE, Ortonville,
Minn. 56278

ORNAMENTAL PEPPER SEED
pods 6 for 50¢; 10¢ postage. All different shapes
size, colors. MRS. E.J.
SANTMYER, 1315 S. Charlotte Ave., Sarasota,Fla. ~~~~~~~--------33580
PODS of Plantain Lily,
or Summer PoinDAFFODILLS,
Narcissus Mexican
seeds, spoonful 25¢
Grape Hycinth, Tiger Lil- setta
stamped envelope. MRS. V.
ies; 40 for $1 Plant cut- FAGAN, 119 Albany Ave.,
tings; 12 for $1 Stamp Amityville, L.I.,
New
for list add
postage.
SUSIE MONROE, The Plains, York 11701

Va.

~--~---------------

Jumbo Elephant Garlic 2
THE BARGAIN COUNTER AGAIN hug e starts 8 small $1.00
RETURNS for the small ad- RARE HATHOR
Amaryllis
vertiser. Ads will be ac- white golden anthers 2
cepted here at the
old 1yrs, photo if returned,
rate. 50¢ for the
first $1. 00 LEN MIRZWICK, 315
25 words, 4¢ for each ad- Piper St., Healdsburg.,
ditional word. There will Calif.
be NO separate listing in
this. All Bargain
listings will appear under 1 ITALIAN MIXED Spices for
heading. Those paying 5¢ spaghetti sauce. 8 bags
per word, three times for for $1. 18 bags for $2.
the price of
two
will Recipes included. Posthave their ad under
a paid. D. MUMPHREY, 17336
classified heading.
Kniffen St.,
Elsinore,
Calif. 92330

I

It Seem's To Me' cont'd from page 34
the fact that "That there great big
bumble bee is stuck in that little
flower, grandma!" or held our breath as
is thP same small one as he holds out a
fly on a broom straw to entice Mr. Toad
from his cool cavern under a log. Can
you forget the glow of interest on a
s muggy face as she watches a mud daubber roll up her balls of mud by the
garden faucet? A Harvest? Yes, one I
would not miss for all the supermarkets
in the world. Give me my grandbabies
and a garden anyt i me.
Think back to t h is summer. How many
time s have you come in from e i ther work
or j ust a stroll through y our yard and
not fe lt bette r fo r it ? Te l l me hones t ly , can y ou s till stop to contempla te the sheer glory of a newly opened
r ose bud or the satiny beauty of a cactus blossom? I think not. Can you
hol d to a bitterness so tightly that
the smile of a pansy face does not
sweeten it a bit? Could you stay so
gloomy that you could resist a chuckle
when you caught the look of sheer disbelief from a Praying Mantis when suddenly caught in the spray of a garden
hose and his inherited barometer had
told him, "No rain today?" Could you
cut a choice flower and bri1.g it into
place in an old and feebl~ hand that
has in the years past tended a beloved
gar den of their own and not felt the
gl ow of love and a deep sense of compas sion?
Can you really c l utch and hold fast
to the belief of "here today, gone tomorr ow" as you sift a tiny brown speck
in the damp soil and know that a resulting green shoot will appear and
produc e the intricate
and delicate
ve l nlng and unbe lievable colors of a
Salpi gloss i s? Can you carry a heavy
h eart or a troubl ed mind to a garden
and n ot fe el the lift or gather peace
from the low sweet song of a bird or
the soothing whisper of running water?
Can you really go to a garden and not
gather s trength for what ever may face
you? Ca l l Him a Gre at Teacher or Savior , whi che ver y ou wish, a nd be lieve.
But wasn't there a man call ed Jesus who
went t o a garde n when He most needed
spiritual h elp?
So it seems to me, as this our Harvest
seas on is upon us, it might be well if
we overl ooked the baske ts of fruit and
grain or vege tables and took inventory
of the gre a t e r and r i cher h a rve st we
have be en priv iledge d to gather thr ough
our effort s as a Ga rde n Bi ddie . The
moat pre c i ous things g l ean e d f rom a
garden are not those we c an touch or
~olish or se l l or d i s play a t t he County
air.
May y our Ha rvest s h ow by the life in
Your step ,the compas sion of your t ouch,
aMand the beauty of pe a c e i n your f ace.
Y the g low of a n i nner f aith tell all
~hat see y ou tha t a small musta r d s eed
~s
poi n ted out t o y ou a way of life,
r lch and full and d eep . May your cup
runneth over .

The Mill Ha nds cont'd f rom pag e 2
Begoni a lovers, we have a new advert i ser and this being Paul P. Lowe (look
in Classified Page) send for his list
of plants. For Ozark Garden readers he
has a special off er, u p to a $1 2 order
for $5, don't miss this one. Send for
his list.
For you bird lovers we h ave a n ew advert i ser, Earl Douglass who has everything for the care of birds t his winter. See his display ad on page 14.
When you t he readers purchase your nee d
to
f rom our advertisers t h is helps
bring y ou a better ma gazi ne.
Don't mi s s the Nov. i s s ue, two n ew
columns wi ll be i n i t , a l s o the Letter
of the Month wi ll return in Nov. We
d i d no t ha ve room this issue for the
le t t e r s. We hav e more sur prise s to
tell you, but will wait unt i l anothe r
time to te l l you ab ou t them. Bye now,
and I hope your bigge s t "Harvest" was a
new fr iend this year ! Your Ed i tor.
PLEASE buy your needs from our advertisers. They have all helped to bring
you this big "Harvest Issue" of OG.Many
of our advertisers have end of year
specials. When answering the ads please
tell them,
I saw your ad in Ozark
Gardens. Your comments on this issue
would be greatly appreciated.
Succulent Pl ants c ont'd from pag e 27
(EE-t e e -oh-lated), that is, pal e , long
and stringy, ma y be susce ptible to rot
and eventually may die. With experience
in growing and in looking at other
peoples plants, the c ollector
will
slowly develop an "eye" for what various plants ought to look like. Succulents are g enerally suppo s ed to look
compact, squatt y, f at and col or ful .
Next month, a bi t on propagat ion,
pes ts and d i s eases and the n
we ' ll
start discussing s pe cific groups of
plants.

My Rock Gard en cont ' d from pag e 35
very fe w will bloom
the following
s prin g . These require a plac e where
they will never d r y out . Be car eful
in c h oos i n g Tulips f or the r ock garde n .
I onc e bought T, eichl e ri , it is too
t a ll, mor e l ike the b order tul i ps . I
t h i nk you will like t h e speci e tul i ps
for y ou r roc k garden . T. Bif lora , T.
linifolia a n d T. bata lini are the on es
I hav e . Th ey are sma l l a nd dainty and
some folks do not thi nk of them a s b e longin g to t h e bor de r t ul i p , T. tarda
or Da s ystemon a nd T. Kau fmannia are
nice.
I would like to go s omewhere and s ee
t he diff erent specie tulips in blo om . I
would al s o like to s e e the mi niature
d~ffodils
in bloom . I only ha v e three
dlfferent ones . I ha v e only ment ioned
a fe w of ou r s pr i ng f l owerin g bulb s . As
you l eaf through y ou r catalogue you
wi ll think of othe r s .
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Petunia bed at your editors home
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Sample
Copy

t

25¢

DON'T MISS THIS BARGAIN SUBSCRIPTION PRtCE
year $1.25 One year $2.50 -Two years $ 4.50
Fill in the coup on TODAY and ma1l to: OZARK GARDENS
R.D.l, BOX 221
FAIRVIEW, PENNSYLVANIA 16415
l~ame
Street
City ___________________State __________ ZIP _________ _

